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Figure 1, above, shows the perfect dissection of a square of side 23 into
smaller squares. Figure 2, below, shows one of the correspondingelectri-

cal resistance networks. If each wire has resistance 1 unit, then the resis-

tance between A and is also 1 unit. (See the review of Mesichowski's
book on page 35)
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EDITORIAL

The history of science over the last few decades has been remarkable.

Many nations have vastly increased their support of scientific research in

order to quicken their technological progress; the name ‘scientific revolu-

tion' has been given to the effects of the resulting discoveries on everyday

life. There has been less discussion, however, of the rapid increase in com-

plexity of the mathematical techniques used; within the scientific revolution

has occurred a mathematical revolution.

At the beginning of the 1930's work in mostfields of science required only
elementary mathematics, but now the situation is quite different. Sophisti-

cated mathematical methods are becoming indispensable in any scientific
investigation. Physics, economics, and much of chemistry are now almost

entirely branches of applied mathematics. Modern engineering demands a

high degree of mathematical aptitude. Theapplication of mathematical
techniques to industrial processes has resulted in the new disciplines of

cybernetics and operational research. Even in someof the 'humanities'

advancedstatistical analysis is almost commonplace.

There are two principal reasons for these developments. Thefirst is the

introduction of new theories to explain more refined experimental observa-

tions. The second is the advent of the electronic computer, with its ability

to process quickly enormous quantities of data. Both of these allow the

study of more complicated systems.

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the applied mathematician will be

the nearest approach to a ‘universal man’ that the future will be able to

offer. It will be fairly easy for him to learn enough economics, anthropology,
molecular biology, or any other subject to apply his techniques, whilst it

will be very difficult for specialists in these subjects to work on others.

The mathematician will be able to reverse the fragmentation of scientific

effort, and to obtain results on the shadowy boundaries between disciplines.

He may break down the barriers between the 'Two Cultures', and between

pure science and technology.

How should all this affect the education of mathematicians ? Obviously,

emphasis should be laid on the development of powerful techniques rather

than on the solution of particular problems. Only the Russians have grasped
this point; the work of Sobolev and others has given them the lead in the
study of partial differential equations, variational methods, and control
theory. They avoid any rigid division into 'pure' and ‘applied’ mathematics;

such a division seems to impede progressin this field.

Should there not also be a wider range of courses on applications, at pre-

sent mainly confined to mathematical physics ? There is scope for econo-
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mics, theoretical engineering, operational research, and much else. How

can repetition of elementary electrostatics and the extensive study of gyro-

stats occupy so much time in many university courses, when in his 'Lec-

tures on Physics' Feynman has shown how quantum mechanical analogues
of many dynamical problems can be considered without advanced mathema-

tical techniques. Should not courses be more flexible, so that students might

cover the ground at varying speeds? The need for some wider study is

pressing; might not the Mathematical Tripos examinations include a general

paper, as do those for the Natural Sciences Tripos?

Weare living in an age in which the dependence of the human race onits

mathematicians for scientific and technical progress is rapidly increasing.

Mathematicians must be ready for this responsibility.

The last three editions of EUREKA wereproducedat a financial loss, mainly

because of rising letterpress printing costs. After examining several ten-

ders, we decided that to continue using letterpress would necessitate a large

price increase. UNEOPRINT,a process based on offset-lithography develop-
ed by Messrs. Unwin Brothers Limited, The Gresham Press, Old Woking,

Surrey,is about 25% cheaper than letterpress. The master copy is prepared

on an electric typewriter, using special devices to type mathematical sym-

bols. This method has great advantages for the reproduction of illustrations.

We have seized the opportunity to modernize the cover design and to adopt

an International Standard papersize.

To finance a larger number of pages we have increased the priceto postal

subscribers. Our rates are now

Single copies 2/6 or 50¢ (3d or 5¢ postage)

12 or more of one issue, 2s. or 40¢ (post free)

Those whopay at least 10s. or $2 in advance will receive each issue at 2/6

or 50¢ (post free), and will be notified when credit has expired.

Some copies of EUREKA nos.24 (1961) to 28 (1965) are still available, at the

single copy rate. We can offer any three for 6s. or $1. 20, or all five for 9s.
or $2.00 post free.

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to 'The Business Mana-

ger, EUREKA', whose address is The Arts School, Bene't St., Cambridge,

England.

It is well-known that some membersof the Department of Applied Mathema-
tics and Theoretical Physics tremble at the suggestion that problemsof

convergence should be treated rigorously. This trembling is known as
DAMTPoscillation.

—a supporter of the Deification, Purification, and Mummification of Mathe-
matics Society.
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Double Doppler

by Prof. W.H.McCREA,F.R.S.

Director,Researeh Group in Theoretical Astronomy,

University of Sussex

This note deals with the composition of optical Doppler effects, mainly in

special relativity. The law of composition is simple, but is probably not

familiar; there is some interest in approachingit, as here, from a postulated

"Doppler principle'. An application with certain interesting features is to

reflection at a moving mirror. A particular velocity-transformation puts

all the results into a specially simple form.

The Doppler principle. Let ( be a straight line fixed in an inertial
frame, and consider cases of free motion along / only. Relative velocities

of pairs of objects moving in this way are supposed measured in somewell-

specified manner, and we suppose the free motion to be such that these are
uniform in time. Also for any pair A, B we assumethat the velocity of A

relative to B is equal to the velocity of B relative to A. We count this velo-

city positive in the sense of mutual recession; this sign convention should

be carefully noted. We write vag = Vga for this velocity.

1, ——ML
{

A ——?>%, 8 —>,

Let A, B, L be objects moving in the manner contemplated. Suppose B is be-

tween A and L for all relevant events, in the sense that in any case of inte-

rest, a light-signal from L to A, or A to L, may be supposedto encounter B

on the way. In particular, if A, L are at relative rest, we can agree that

according to any acceptable definition of relative velocity the velocities of

B relative to A and L are equal and opposite.

Now suppose L to be a source of monochromatic light of intrinsic frequency

v;. Let A, B be observers who observe this light as having frequencies

Va» Vp, respectively.

Wepostulate that the relative velocity of a light source and an observer being

given, the observed frequency is proportional to the emitted frequency,the

factor of proportionality depending only on the velocity. We call this the

Doppler principle.

In symbols the principle asserts that a function Z(vayz) exists such that v, =

v,/Z(v,,) (1) for all admissible values of v,,,where the function Z

depends only upon the way in which relative velocity is defined. We call Z the

Doppler factor.



Properties of the Doppler factor. Two properties follow trivally. Taking

the particular case A= L,we see that Z(0)=1 (2) Also,from the stated

properties of relative velocity, the principle shows that the Doppler factor for

light emitted by B and observed by A is the sameasthat for light emitted by

A and observed by B.

Now observer A can regard the light he sees as being emitted by L with fre-

quency v,,or by B with frequency vz. Applying the postulate to A, we have

therefore vy = V,/Z(v,,) = ¥p/Z(vap). Applying it to B, we have vy = v,/Z(vp1).

Combining these formulae, we obtain Z(va,) = Z(vap)Z(vp,) (3) for all
possible values of vap,etc. This is the law of composition of Doppler factors.

Taking the particular case v,,, = 0 for which, as we have seen, Va, = —Vpy, =

v, say, from (2) and (3), Z(v)Z(—v) = 1 (4) for all admissible valuesofv.

Classical physics. In classical physics, the law of composition of veloci-

ties gives in our case Va; = Vap + Vp ,;The Doppler factor might be quoted as

Z(v) = 1+ v/c,wherec is the speed of light. Clearly these two relations are

not compatible with (3) (although it is worth noticing that there is agreement

apart from terms in 1/c?). The reason for the disagreementis that if c is

the speed of light relative to one observer, according to classical kinematics

it is not the speed of light relative to a differently-moving observer. It is
easy to write down the classical counterpart of (3), but it involves different

functions Z for different observers. Thus the postulate embodied in (3)

requires something other than classical physics.

Special relativity. In special relativity, for the present case of motion

in a single line and with the sign-convention adopted, the law of composition

of velocities is

— Vapt Ver
VaL = (5)

21 + Va pVpz/€

 

The Doppler factor is

zZ(v) = : : ey" (6)
C—v

 

where the positive square root is taken; c is the universal speedof light.

We see at oncethat (6) agrees with (2) and (4).

Using (6), the law (3) becomes

Ct Va; C+Vap CT Vey,
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It is easily seen that (5) and (7) are equivalent, so the law (3) in this case
follows from the law (5), and conversely. Thus the postulate embodied in

(3) is entirely compatible with special relativity. The composition of Dop-

pler factors expressed by (3) is indeed a very simple feature of special

relativity, but I have not seen it mentioned in any account of the subject.

Reflection. Here wetake reflection of light to mean reflection by a
mirror orthogonal to 4 and moving freely along 2. We assumethat radiation

falling upon such a mirror is reversed in direction, and that its frequency

is unchanged as seen by an observer moving with the mirror.

Weinfer that if A emits light of frequency v which is reflected at L then B

observes it as light of frequency Z(v,,)Z(v,,)v, (8) the same result
holding good if the light is emitted by B and observedby A.

Image in a moving mirror. We again use special relativity. Putting
Var, = Vut = V; Say, in (8) and using (6), we conclude that if an observer sees
himself reflected in a mirror receding from him with speed v, he sees him-

self to be 'red-shifted' by a factor

 

 

+

[Z(v)]2 = ——— (9)
Cc—vV

V2
Setting this equal to| © — , we get V=0 (10)

c—V 1 + v2/c2

Thus A would infer that his image is receding from himself with speed V

given by (10). (Were A to suppose his image to be an equal distance on the

other side of the mirror, he would infer a speed of recession 2v, and this

would be in error again in the term in 1/c?.)

It is instructive to re-derive (9) in two other ways. First, let t be time
reckoned by A in such a way that L moved past A att = 0. Then if A emits a
photon at t = t,,it reaches L at t = t, where c(t, —t,) = vt, The photon,
after reflection at L, returns to A at t = tZ%, say, where ty —t, = 2(t, —ty,),
and so (c — v)tx = (c + v)t, (11)

The change of frequency is clearly such that

frequency of emitted light tx
 

frequency of reflected light - dt,

Using (11), this does agree with (9)

Secondly, as judged by A, let a photon travelling from A at angle 6 with d be
reflected at L and so become a photon travelling at angle 6’ with 2,as shown
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Then according to a well-known formula, to the first order in £, p’

BB (12)
cC-—vV ct+v

 

It is sufficient to work to this order because we are finally interested in the

limit when 8 ~ 0, and so also 32’ —~ 0. As before, let the photon return to the

vicinity of A at t = tx, then in figure 2 the point A’ is the image of A as seen
by A at tf. Noting that AL = vt, and using (12) we have

A’ = avt i

(1 + v/c)?

Now if an object leaves A at t = 0 and recedesat speed V, then A will

observe it at time tg to be at distance X, say, given by

Vty

414 V/e

We then have X = AA’ if V = 2v/(1 + v2/c2), again in agreement with (10).

Thus we have verified that the Doppler effect in a moving mirror got by a

simple application of the composition law agrees with that obtained by direct

calculation of the Doppler effect using (11), and agrees with the speed of

recession of the image inferred from its apparent position.

Velocity transformation. The foregoing treatment may makethe physics

as simple as possible, but the mathematics becomesslight, in a perhaps

elegant way, after a transformation. We write v = tanh y, inserting suf-

fices as required. Then (5), (6) become

Yat = YaB Tt YBL» Z(v) = exp y

Thus the law of composition of Doppler factors becomes obvious.

From (10) we see that if y is the 'velocity' of the mirror and I the 'velocity'

of the image, then we havethe satisfactory property I = 2y, and the Doppler

factor (9) for the image becomes exp 2y. The formulae for tx and f’ take

corresponding forms.
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Hochsplodjsqass!!
by Dr. H.T.CROFT , Peterhouse.

  
In troubled times in the Central European city of Splédjz, the Burgomeister,

on the point of fleeing, hides his family heirlooms in a crevice in the west
bank of the river Slurp, on which the city stands. He had noted in childhood

that this point was such that it lay on the line AB, where A and B were two
points such that the sides of two of the city's three gas-holders—Spl6djz's

finest mediaeval monuments—coincided, as shown.

With the catacalysm over, our hero, by now a citizen of the United States of

America, Homer. X. Shufflebottom, returns for his diamonds. The historic

gas-holders had of course been respected by the cultured soldiery, but the

Eastern sector, to the right of the river in the diagram, was held by the

Tartar Horde, and no Westerner dared cross the river to construct the
point B.

Advise Homer X!

 



TITAN

by DR.D.W.BARRON , Mathematical Laboratory

The TITAN computer at the Mathematical Laboratory is the University's

largest computer. Although several departments have their own small com-

puters, and Control Engineering will shortly have a large one, Titan is the

only one to provide a computing service to all the University Departments

and Faculties (or almost all—Theology is one of the few Faculties so far to

escape the computing urge). Despite its being one of the largest and most

powerful installations of any British University, Titan is fully occupied by
work for the University, and is run round the clock, except at weekends when

it is switched off from 10 p.m. on Saturday to 8 a.m.on Monday. There are

about 500 registered users of Titan in the University, and in the course of a

day the machine gets through 300 to 400 jobs, ranging from very small cal-

culations taking only a few seconds to really substantial pieces of computa-

tion that take perhaps half an hour. (On a machine that can do a multiplica-

tion in 5 microseconds, half an hour's computation is really substantial.) In

addition to providing a computing service, the machine is used for Computer

Science research—the development of new ways of using computers. Work

in this field is supported by a special grant from the Science Research

Council.

 

Vital Statistics. Average speed is 5 microseconds per operation.

Arithmetic is carried out on numbers with magnitude in the range 10115 to
10-115, held to a precision of 12 decimal places. The main memoryis a
core store of 65, 536 words, which is backed up by a magnetic disc store of

8 million words capacity and six magnetic tape transports. A magnetic tape

has a capacity of about 244 million words. Primary input is via punched
paper tape or punched cards, output is either in printed form or on paper

tape. At present, output is printed at 600 lines per minute: a new printer,

now on order, will print at 1000 lines per minute.

Titan is a prototype of the ICT Atlas 2 computer. Work started about four

years ago, as a joint project between the Mathematical Laboratory and Fer-

ranti Ltd to design a smaller and simpler version of the Atlas 1 computer.

Whilst the project was in progress, the computer department of Ferranti Ltd

was taken over by ICT. Only one Atlas 2 was ever sold—it is installed

at the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment at Aldermaston.

Like the Atlas 1, Titan is a time-sharing computer. One of the major diffi-

culties encountered in designing a computer is the disparity in speeds be-

tween the electronic central processor, and the mechanical input-output

devices. A common way of getting round this is to employ a small satellite
computer, which transcribes input material onto magnetic tape, and prints

information from magnetic tape. In this way, the main computer can be iso-

lated from slow mechanical devices, using magnetic tape for input and out-

put. In Titan a different approach is employed. Whenever a peripheral de-

vice requires attention the computer is interrupted, and breaksoff for a

short time from what it is doing to deal with the device. Thus it appears to
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do three things at once—cor, information from input media to the magnetic

disc store, execute jobs which take their input from the disc store, and send

their resuits to it, and transfer information from the disc storeto the prin-

ter and tape punches. In fact, of course, at any instant in time it is only do-

ing one of these things, but the quickness of the hand deceives the eye, and

they appear to progress in parallel.

Another aspect of time sharing that is currently receiving much attention is

multi-access working. In this scheme several teletypewriters (not neces-

sarily in the same building) are connected 'on-line' to the computer, and by

devoting a little time to each teletype on a 'round-robin' basis, the computer

gives each user the impression that he has the computer to himself. In this

way one gets the advantages of a 'personal' computer without the attendant

inefficiency, since whenever one useris thinking, the computer's time which

would otherwise be wasted is absorbed by the other users. Systemslike

this have been operating in America for some years now, and workis in an

advanced state for such a system on Titan, which we hope will be the first
British on-line system to be operational. The Titan on-line system will
incorporate a graphical display and light-pen input, achieved by using a

small American PDP7 computer as a satellite. This will enable us to inves-

tigate graphical input and output techniques, and a joint group from the

Mathematical Laboratory and the Engineering Laboratory is working on the

development of these techniques for Computer-Aided Design, a field which

is already being explored by the American motor and aircraft manufac-

turers, among others.

The Archimedeans Computer Group are among the many users of Titan.

One of their more spectacular achievements is the Tower of Hanoi program,

which uses the visual output to good effect. They are currently helping us to

test the compiler for a new programming language, CPL, and we hopethat

they will help us to try out our other systems as they comeinto service.

THE FIBONACCI SEQUENCE

by J.W.PORTER, Churchill College

As is well-known, the Fibonacci sequence is the sequence of numbers u

generated by the recurrence relation

Un = Un-1 + Up-9g) Uy =1, Uy = 2. (1)

This recurrence relation may be solved by the usual methodsto give

, _tf14+ voi" 1f1—v5 Ph

"  J5| 2 J5| 2
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Weshall, however,find it simplest to use (1) as much and (2) as little as
possible.

Among the most interesting properties of the Fibonacci sequence areits

"properties of reproduction’. For example, we take the Fibonacci sequence

1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34,...... 5

form the square of each term:1,4, 9, 25, 64, 169,...... ;

and add consecutive terms,obtaining 5, 13, 34, 89,...... ,

the sequence of Fibonacci numbers with even index. Similarly the sequence

of Fibonacci numbers of odd index may be generated by adding consecutive
terms of the series whose terms are the products of consecutive Fibonacci

numbers,for the identities ugy = u2Z + u2_, and Ugny, = un(Un-y + Up)
are easily proved using (2).

(1) gives expressions for the sums of series of Fibonacci numbers.

n nn

(a) ) up= ), [Upgy — upg] + uy = Ung + uy — ug — 4, + Uy =
Yr=1 r=2

=Unt+2—2

a n

(b) /, Yar = », [Usr+1 — Usr-1] + Uy = Ugn+1 — 1
r=1 r=2

n n

(c) », Ugr-1- J, [Us —_ Usy-2] + Uy = Ugn — Ug + UY = Ugy — 1.
rai r=2

an n n
(d) » (—1)Tu, = », Use — y' Usy-1 ~ Yan+i — Yan = Uen-1

r= r=

2n+1 n
and similarly », (—1)Tu, = — Ugy; thus | », (—1)Fu, | = up -1-

r=1 r=1

The results (a), (b) and (c) can clearly be used as alternative methods of

generating the sequence.

Another class of properties concerns the divisibility of the Fibonacci num-

bers. It is easy to see that any two consecutive Fibonacci numbers must be

coprime, for by (1) any commonfactor m of uy and uy-4 also divides u,-o;

whence it divides u,_3, and so on down to u, = 1. So m cannot exceed 1.

We mayalso prove that a necessary and sufficient condition for uy, to

divide u, is that m + 1 should divide n + 1, unless m = 1. This result tells

us which Fibonacci numbers are divisible by any given Fibonacci number.

For any integer m,it is found that there always exist Fibonacci numbers

divisible by that integer, and that there is at least one such Fibonacci num-

ber in the first m2 membersof the sequence. Furthermore, if m should be
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a prime, we may confine our search for a Fibonacci number divisible by m

to the first m members.

An example of a problem which is as yet unsolved is the following: is the

number of primes in the Fibonacci sequencefinite or not?

GROUPS OF EXPONENT 2

by I.N.STEWART , Churchill College

The exponent of a group is the l.c.m. of the orders of its elements. Thus a

group of exponent 2 is one in which every element other than the identity is

of order 2. We will call such a group an E2-group.

It is well-known [1] that every finite E2-group is isomorphic with a direct
product of cyclic groups of order 2.

There is, however, a generalization of this theorem to any (finite or infinite)

E2-group. The proof is an example of the common mathematicaltrick of

endowing the object under consideration with more structure than it at

first sight possesses. In this case we 'embed' the group in a vector space—

but no additional elements are needed! But first, a few preliminaries| 2]:
Let {X,} @ € A by any set of groups indexed by A.

The direct product IIX, is the collection of all sets {x,} a € A, such that 

Xqy © Xq. The multiplication on IX, is defined by {xy} {yg} ={XgqYq}- The

identity is then {zg}, where z, = 1, the identity of X,. And {xy}"1! = {x,7}}.

The external direct sum 2X, is that subset of IX, consisting of elements 

{Xq}, Where Xq = 1 for all but a finite numberof values of a. It is clear that

both I[Xq and 2X, are groups.

Lemma: Any E2-group is Abelian.

Let G by any E2-group, and x, y any elements of G. Then x? = y? = 1 = (xy)?,
xyxy = 1 = x*y2, so yxy = xy”, hence yx = xy.

THEOREM:A group G is an E2-group if and only if it is isomorphic with an

external direct sum of cyclic groups of order 2.

PROOF: An external direct sum of cyclic groups of order 2 is clearly an

E2-group.

To prove the converse, we give G the structure of a vector space over the

field GF(2) with 2 elements, 0 and 1, where:

O00 = 01=16=0, 11 =1,

0+0=1+1=0, 0+1=1+0=1,

13



Write G additively (i.e. use + for the multiplication, and 0 for the identity.
No confusion between 0's need arise.) For g € G, define 0g = 0, lg =g,
where the 0 and 1 on the left are elements of GF(2), and the 0 on the right
is the identity of G.

Then this makes G a vector space over GF(2). The only slight difficulty in
showing this is in proving that (1 + 1)g=g+¢. But since 1+1=Oandg
is an E2-group, both sides are 0. By the Axiom of Choice, G has a basis A.
Any g € G can therefore be written g =2,a, +... + Apap, where Aj © GF(2),
Aj ~ 0, anda; © A. Hence g is uniquely expressiole as g=a@,+... + Qn,

a; € A (for the Aj mustbe 1).

Each a € A generates a subgroup X, of G, and X, is cyclic of order 2 since

a + az=0. We now claim that G is isomorphic with the external direct sum

of the X,. (In fact it is the internal direct sum.)

We can define a mapping f: G—~ 2X,, as follows: If g=a,+t... + @,, then

f(g) ={Xg} where xy = yj,all other xy = 0 (XQ is written additively).

This map is clearly an isomorphism,andis onto by the finiteness condition

in the definition of the external direct sum. Hence the result is proved.

Extensions: We may by similar means prove a corresponding result for

Abelian groups in which every element has orderp, p a fixed prime > 2. We

give the group a vector space structure over GF(p), and proceed as before.

We can only deal with Abelian groups, however, since we cannot now prove

they must be Abelian, as in the lemma.

References:

[1] Ledermann, Thetheory of finite groups,p. 47.

[2] Scott, Group theory, p. 14.
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Peano’s space-filling curve in the unit square.
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ART BY COMPUTER

by J.L.DAWSON, King’s College

Take a real function f(x, y) and a positive integer r. Choose real functions

x; = x(j) and y; = y(i), fori =0,1,....,m—1andj=0,1,...,n—1. Let
A;; be the m by n matrix defined as follows: aij = parity of the r'th digit
after the decimal point in the numberf(x;,, y.). (i.e. aj; = 1 if this number
is odd, 0 if it is even. ) Write out the matrix, replacing 1 by a symbol such
as *,and 0 by a space. This results in a pattern, which, given suitable
choices of f(x, y), Xj, Yj, and r, can be very beautiful.

So far I have only experimented with x(j) and y(i) linear functions of j and
i respectively. I have reason to believe, though, that simple trigonometric

functions of j and i would give interesting results. The best patterns pro-

duced have been those wheref is either a combination of simple trigono-

metric functions, or of exponentials of such functions. The reason for this

is that f is then periodic, giving the pattern a certain amount of symmetry.

It is found that, with m and n around 100, and f a function taking values be-

tween 2 and —2, that the first and second decimalplaces (r = 1 or 2) give

the best results. Taking r = 3, the third decimal place is changing too

rapidly, and a rather uninteresting random pattern emerges.

It has been suggested that patterns with circular symmetry be attempted.
This has not yet been done, but the results may be promising.

The patterns 1, 2, and 3 on the following pages have the descriptions:

f(x, mon or x)  y@
(1) sinx cosy+siny 100 100 2 17j/98 7i/98

(2) sin x sin y 111 111 2 7j/110 7i/110

(3) exp(cos x + cosy) 100 100 2 aj/198 7i/198

Iam making a 6 ft. by 4 ft. pattern of number (3), which will be mounted
and framed. I hope to publish a photograph of it in the next issue of EUREKA.

My thanks go to D. M. Stanford of King's, who first thought of the idea, and

to the University Mathematical Laboratory for the use of the Titan com-
puter.

 

It so happens that the present editorial staff cannot read German
and have always been puzzled by the remarkable variety of TT h en as
German Bs and Gs which appear in some mathematics apparently
just to confuse the reader. Hence it was with delight that we NOw
happened to discover a complete German alphabet whilst preparing
this issue, and with somesurprise that we find it contains actually

only one B and one G. Perhaps others have been puzzled likewise?
(EUREKA,1959)

ABCDEKGHFFKLMNORARSTUSBWEYB
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STREA° 1
13918. 072117251

a» * EK XK FF KH KN HK “RH KH TK RK Me ORR xX 2 HR © ERR RR
* BEKEREM RE OOK OOOO EO OK ROKK * 2 ee * ER aK OK

RK ER KR EK KH MH aK KY RK ax KM KR KH KEE KR RK KE RRR RR

Bow TR RK KH RR RANKERRR ORR OK RK RRR EK KK OK RRA OM OR OF OR OR Re KOR

MR KR RK KH RK 4H KMS K RH & 5K Kx ax 4K we KK KE KE € Mk eR RE RK OR HR

4 KK KF ® OR OK % BKK RKO #E* MK RH ORK KOOA % 2 & FRR ROKK KH
MMR 6 KK RN KR MH RK Hx REE MM MK KEK ORR tk KR ROR IK RHR ER WHR HK He KH OR

a oR MK ROR KK RN Rok tm RY KK ER KE KK Ke RM KH HX Re RR HR RR HK KOK
x « 4 KK KORE &
xe RK KR OK KX

a %*% © & KR KR RK FY

¥ RL KH RK ME
x ERK K &

eR © & HH RR RK

KR RK K KH &
a * EK RE KRY

ROKR © RK KR
MR KS KR RM RK

WN KK EK RK OK
*% *« %EK Me KK

% OE ERK RR RY
9% 7H KAN RE

KM OK KE RA
% %o¥ KKKR

RAKE KKHEE
RR CRRK

HAMARRRT

KE KX RHK

KKH KE

w
e

YeRMR KEN

KR OK IOK
HKRX RK KK

WK ORRRK
1K ORK KO
eae Ok ORK He

xX ARERR KH KK KK > RS aye OK KR KR RK
KX RORY OOK KOO

KHRK RAK Xe KMD RE K RR OK

KK KR WK ye RK RRRRK OR RK 4 OO KR OR KR OR OR

RK TKK Ke FF ¥K uM he & ORK KKK OE RO HOR RW KH

KKH KK & HR KK ye RM KR ORK RX¥ UN Be BRR KKK
4K SKK KYM DY KK mex K RMR KH Xa RK A RR RRM ®
KK x MRK KK HR RAK HRY KR RH KR RK a*S 3K 2 K KR OK

KK “MR RR OR KR PK MRRMRO OK KK ORR Kuk * KR RK KR OR BH

Kaw YK BM Rw RH RK RRRKKRK KOK OR OR ORKH ‘ok «KO OAM OR OR OM

KA Ke KEK 8 OR OM RR KH AMR RK HK RK RK NER KR BKK og KK OR

SOE2 KR KK DK POOR MK KR RY OK OR 3GOe EK EE * BK RH R
KR KRK «AK Kx WRK RH RK eR 8 Oh RK Oe MAKK MK RY KK €K RK RK RE

Me KR OK KR KROOK at Ke KR KK KR OK Ke eH OK ORK

a Ke x * ®& * HD RK aX *¥ RK * KKK ORK RH Re OK OK

MRRRK KR KO RK RK * HR~~ eR ROGx Re OR

KK SH 4 KU R OKGOK * wR KR RH ORR WX RK KH
4K x Re RR RR EK EK CORR KOK OR OK OK 9K KAKO ®t HR

HMR AK & RM RK Y FORKKOOKS x KM KR K RR KKRRRKE RHR %

Keak KK % KR HK WF AKROKR ORM KKK OKO ORK OK RK
* Ke KE % 6 Ke mH OKARIK A x 4 & BR K RK RK SOROE

a ax ** KR RK SK HKRK aM MRK HR RK AK HED MRKHHH
Kxu *& KX KR MR KR RK eK KHOR RR wR 5 RRM BRKK

geUK:CKCOM OK OM KR ORR RRS ae KK KK RH KR & RR RXR ¥RRAKK
Kx & yy RK *ER KR Hm SOOOO eX » KKK KR x & 4x AK HRREK
km eK BR KM KH RHR KEE & & eR KR KK RO ORK ORK SRK

XK eM oN KR KEK KR KRM KEKERKO KOK ORK KR OK KR no OKO OE ORK 4
{ % wR HK BH RH WH RR KEK ORR RK RRR KR KR RM RK eRRE
K ew KR uO eH RRO hx OK OK OKRK OR KR OK KH OK RK ORK OM KK ORM&

Se BR 4K Be He RR KK DOE TOKKOKMK KK XM KR KX BK 4K K 4 ARK HR OR OR RH OH
x

 

 

  

 

eAa KK XR K€: * XR K ME OF yey KEK KKM ou KH RR OK OMA KOR HR OK KR ORM RR RK KM
KR KS K RK KR EK HY KM wR KORY MK RH DK MRK MRK RK RR EK KOK OY ROR KR OK RK OR RH OK Re

eR X K&R RR KM Re HR RK KR KR RK KD RX ORK ORR OK KA KR OBE RRR HK RR MK HR OX

* KKK KR KK KK Y *& KH KR & “x RK RS HH xk Rk & %K RX HOD HK RK RK OR KR HR HR
eR KR RRR REM wR KH HR KK OE¥® WKY RKKM XX xe XK & RE K OK RR KR KH ¥

* *K © KR RK KR M&M He ewe OK RK 4% ¥KRY RK KR XK «4 9 ON KR 4 RR KR KR OR
RoR 8 RRR Re we RK km FOR KOK KORHK KKK OK KK XE OR KR RHR OR ORR

MK wR OR RM OK KK MK KR KRM STRHESDKOKOK MOK XK KKK OR KR OR ORK

RH Ke KK RK RM RH RK sO OOKKIOB KKK KKK OOK OK a ¥ % UK RR
* Rx KR KK xe HX KKK FORKH IIK KREK XK HHH mm mK MK

x ¥ MK ¥ KN KKM YOK BS NOOKSOOeOOOK KR MRM aK RAK %

R HRS HME Hx HExORE OK ROKKBKK ORRKH RKaK
WORDKKEEK Be EK RE NOK REBMIIEE OR DeeKEKORIICK 3EK

KWHKIRK FIOFe HOTOHIOORKCIOI 3
OKO KKKRX KaeRS HAEKOEY KK HKKKK KHAK KABRK

WK KL KK KH MKS 5KOE IKKIO SEK RAKE HK KR

KH oe x% yey JOR KEw x MRM HRS KKK SOKRK KK KH %KX ax KH ¥X

KKK RK Ke HK R x rR ae SEKROK ROK KA x Re ORK ORK ORK ORM
Ke RK RK XK KK XK KK Ky Kam KKKKHKKMD XK KKK x KK Me OK KK Me ROK

KH RK RK KH wR OR OKK ORK ORK OEE EK BOOK OOO A KEKE MK KK KR RK RK KR RK KK eH
KR WM KER MR & KH KK Be RK KHRK K™ % KKK AK KX MKK ORK KKH R &K KR K UK KR
ewe KR Re KR RK RR eK RH TR KH RH 4K KK RK RK KR KM KR UK KR KR OK OR OH

eK RR KM KK RK KH KR KH NK KK KHER HK KKK eKR XK bh HK  H RR HK KR RR KR KR
HRM FR EK HM HH WK KR KR RK HK OkeKKK xX *& HR A KK Y HR OK RH K ROR RK RK XK
KA AK K KE KR My wR Ry KH RK MM RKAYRR x MR KK K RK KX HOEK KR HK MK RR

Ke ¥ BRER B® XK HR K RK KR H K BK KEK KA EKKKM * * & RE KR ER K we RH KR HR MR RE
MK KR OK 8 RR RK KM eo KK MR HR MRM KKKA ERKAK X WRX K 6 KK RH KH RS HR RK Re K

KK KY aK OH KM RE KR RK KR RH RH HK REM KK HRA YK xx *& KK & SK tsMOR RK KH OK OK ORE
RR. RK RE KK RR KE RR KH RK YXR O&K % RK RK RR % KK RK WRK

Ks KR RK FA RR RK KR KR HR KH RM PKR KKM AK & & OK ® yg7s HR OK ORK HR #
KK RRR KK SK OK RR KR me RM ORF ON ® KARR eR ORK KK 4 OK Me we Re RK ORR KKK

RH OM KKK he we RK KR KH KORY KEKKOKRH Re % KK RB K KH HR Kx * KKRKK

> KD RHE 4} XK RA RM © KM MR HR KKK Ruy KK RK K RK MR AK RK x* SRO
K SKK KKK wn KY 4 RK HW Ke KAR “KK & RK MK RR ce KM KHKKK

EWR Kq_ KK % HM RM MH FRR KKK KKK eH KR KK WM RR RK RRR

Be OE HE4 Me MO Re RRM Y FIOOK KK KA RK RK KR KK YOURx
KK % ka &E MM FH MM MH KK KAM RK eR OR OK RR KKK HKRIK

# KK KER ER KKH KM FH eX eH KK MK MK RK RK K MR RE KH HRKEE KR

"A KY HORRK OKOK cB Ms % % & RK HK ORK KH % y * KH RR HR JOGRaOR se aR
* RK~ 4h KKH ee £7 O COROOOROF K eK OR KK RR KEMKKK HK ae RK

Ke BRR RM <% RK & KY BR RK KEY RR OR WK RK RK KK AH HOOK ORO

HE ERK ARK uk RK OR OH FH KH RK YR Ok KK MK ORK KK KKK REM ORK
RN KK KF KK % &2 se KOR RR XNKH Ke EK wR KH KH KK HE HK OK OK RR

WRK BH 7H KH HK HAM, OK KH KR SOOROOK OKKK OR ORK ERK XK ORK Re OE RK

eK KK MK ER 4M x Sake ke A MH KF Hex KAY KR wR Ke RK XK HRRK EK Kx K WK KR KR

KR xX x &  &>} “KA REM MK RR YM YR Be MK KR KH RR KK KRRR HK XY **K 8 & MH KK R
HK KR Ye KR HK OK MEKAK AMY : WY KH Re YR RK % XD KAMKKK RK OK OHO HK ORK OK

RE KY ke KR KO CHEK AD KMS av x & KR ORK K YY kK & KARR KARKRK KD) KR ORK KR KR

HEV RM MH FO eRTR ME KOK HM RR MMARKR KE OK KR RK KARR KAKKRK RK ORK OUR OR KR OR OR
awe oR KK & Ke Kk Ke MS Yow * RR KRARK KK OY OK OK RK KRKKK MX KK OK * KR HK ®

a ae a ee ce Kae x 2% OR Ka TR RKROKK OR OM KK x BL Ka RHR aK OK RM RE RK ROR
KY YR € H MR x” wR SR WK RK RARER OK KR KM KR KRY RAR Xe WK o« RE RK KR OK

HX RK Ee & 6 RE %% * KR eS RRRKOK Nx OR KE RX aN XH KR HOR KR OK

ee KF Ke eK RK RS K* Ke KM RK KEXXKOKKS KK KM KR RK KX ME ME OK KR KR RK OR OR
% x KR 8 kK <% RM OK MK KRRMR KO KOK KR xKK H KX He HR RR RR

KK wR KM FRY © 6 KR th KRM OK KR RRKR KK OK KM OR RRR ARK 4 MRK HOR K MK OH XK
4 FRY wR YD O® ROR Kw MR KK kee OK OR KX HK KKHAM “YX € ERR KK HR

x xX me KYM WNL KK Ky My Xe MO > RK oe OR K HR KK KR HK we RX. *£ eK MK OR

Ke FH KR oH we | «x RK YH Se Kaw RMR RR KH KH HH Ke eH 7 he KEK KR
aw Kn *e KE MP AM Ry oR OR OR HK RRR KH HR! OH ROKK ss x *¥ KEK WK

% x 2 & «Me eRe HK HEM OE RM RM Re RH OR ORK ORK KK RR KKB AS aX ee KR a RK ORR

4 BR we 4 KM ww He RE “kh WK KD K MS ay KR KK x* ERK € KK KR & R

¥ RRS ORK ER OR ER ROK OE OR RKRa % HK FR RK ROR
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FEENOE SEIIIOOOOOROIGIGOOIOIGOIS IR IDOIIGEgf RIORIORI
WKKHKK KRRK SOOe AECEK HERERNR XRKOR
REKVR HHH KK KeA 33OOIRIEIGOR0K HER ERM EH ¥REX KEKE
WRK KKK RY RK KEK 1OX XR REEE RRM HEX KE HHRH
EK RK ORR KEK KRY ¥R* HAVEN JUDOeH RX aK ae 3 ax RE ORME RS
KKK OK OK a* x i HKK * RRS FORAERK JOIO cete Kaw HE ORK aH RH ORK ORE
KK RK & KK KE KE KK Re 4* KK XRgO Kes a™® ye o£ KE RR F XK ¥®
HK KRRK wm ORK KK KE “™ KKK SeMnueenenneeaess & We XK BX 4K 9K 8 ORK Re OR OR ORR
xX XK HK KK XK ek OK ROK HHI ¥RKK KEN WEE EK OK RH OK OK OR OR OK RR HE
RK OY Oe we RRR KR % KK RR KH RRM RK RKREE HRM KAR RK RK KF KH RH HR OF RHE HR OHH
RK Vv & HK KR KK KR KKK MK MR OK KA ERK PURESREREREEARAEY KK AN * 9 RX HK OR RE OR ROR OK Re

REO KR KK wR KK Ke Fw KK RK OM RR KK KH KH OERM OR EOK R R  R FR
eR KR KK RH RM RR KK Ke ROKK KR KORN HER FORFORE KH KK K “2 FY 4K FR ORK OR RR OK RR HR
RRR Ke RR ORK HK RK eR KR RH KK RE HOOFFOOR xy Ke MN YR 4 RK HR KR KR He RR KR EY
¥R Ke RR KK HH KF gw RR Ke ORee KEKE KK BX MR RE CER ER KE OR KR KKK HH FE
RK & *K ERK RK KK HK RRR KE FORK WRK RE RKE HK Ke NM & BK RK XK HOH HK ROKR FR OR

HR K & KR KR eH eH RH RHE KO RR OKN FORkK 9K 2 MHF Hy HH RE RE HF KF
RK MF KR OK RK KR ORR KOR OH Rae RRR RK KK RKRK WXKBH KK ORK AMR VR ORY «RR OK RR KH Rw ORK RH OF
KEY RH F RK RR K KF ak KF RK RH RK KK HK X XRK He FX AK TF BK KR HK RK RR BORK ORE
me «KR ORK RN K a gp EK RY HR KH WK RHR em REK RK & KE RK RK * ee KF RE
e KK KK KR Re BR KEK MR ER KK ARH FOOR XR  & KH RM EW Ree RK KH ORK ORE OF
* MOR EN ORK OK RK KR KR OK RM NK JOOGK eX We RR UR Re eR RK RK RE ORE *
x FOR eR RRR OK ow OK RR KE OR RR KY HRKH ROOK XK RX KR RH Ce eK RK #KEK *
x KK RK a ee KK OR OR OR RR OOK Kee OK RK OR OO Oe ROR #RK HEX 3
* OK HER KK KK ORR KR RR KR KR RN RK Kae kK OK kK OK RF BH Re RR Ka WMEX x
x RAKE MEK eK OK OR ER RH HRKK REE OU Me RO HR HR ROK HREKK ¥
x i He eK KR OH 4 ROH RR RH MEN 8K OK K RK OR KR RRK HEE %
HEOE KaX kK RN RK OR OH RE RR ERK KR OK KO AO RE ee RK EK
3RIOOK Kak RK RR BK KH RK ERE Kae XK WR RK BB RH CER JOOORIGRFROROK
RHKYRH H KKK xX * © EM wee BR HRK Kee * KR KRW RK REY KERR
WKKIO SOIOK KM e « RM He Re AH HEN OKT REE RK HOE Be KRRK HRERK
HK RM SOOOOCI4 %x HORE RR OK RK ¥kke OK OR RK MER ORE Oe pT etitissetetttt HRAK
HR ERK KKK 'XH KO 8 0G 2KK KR Ry REF KHRE

HEX REX JOOOE2 MK 4H OR ORO Ke OReORI OF RR ROORR EKOE %REX MOK
HHH eH RAKE HEX aX RRO MR RE RM ¥ EK eX eR KR Re RH HER KKH ¥X RK
KEK OX HH KEKRKAY He RK WOR KR RHO RR KX KK KR HRM HH ORFRR Kee Ke RRR
KKK XK RIOR KHER KKAK RX _* Oe eK BHR RK RK KH OR RH Re KERRK REE RH RRR
WE ORK RK OK KK * oe RP OK KKERY XK AK eH Ke CHK REE ORKK FR WK
MK RK RK OERK EKIK geKORE 5Ka eR RH OE xX KK & =~me SOEK KEK RE KR KR
RE RK ORK KK KHMK * e ERK RK * CORO Oe OF OR WEx Oe a OK ORK ORK
HE K WK KR KKK RY KOK KEE RHR KR KR ORM HK a® 4H ’ & *AE WOR RR ORK KE OOK
aK K © BK KY MEK RK OK OROIK RR ORK KR 0PR Ke ke KF RK RK
MK ORK RR ORK 4XK REX RK HK BRM EE eX oF KK RK 4¥X HHH Re OR RH RH RK
RK XN RK ER OF *™® *OOF RE RK OR KRRR HEKK OR OR RA RE RHE ee x RE RK RH ORK
RE KK KK RK RK SORIK KOK KK RK REX KR MK RK RK RRRKYKH ee KK  & RH RK
nee OK & KKK KH KEN EK 0 OeORO RK OK a ER FORK ee oe F K BR
KEK OW RE RK KK KK ‘*% Ee eK KR KK we OK RK KR Oe RK Xe Xe RE RK RH ORK
RK Oe OF RK RK RH ORK MRK Ke KK * HH OXR HR KOR RRR KEM RE RE ORK © OK
HK KR KR HK OK KAKEKKERRE XE OK KK HK HOROOOREE K KR * ® 372% OEE *K 4H OK RE ORK
KK RK RE KR HK RK KKKKK OR KKKOK JOOSIF x OO RK ReeK Ke RK RK RH OH
MK OX ORE KR RK RK KKK REAR OO OK OK FR EK Kee 0K KW KR RE ERE KH BH OR OK RH OR RK
KK OR MR RK eK KKK EXE Re MR WH KR RH aR OX OK OR OK Re RK KER ME RK KEK RE OR RR
REM KO KOK Re Kee 4% RY OK KK KOH Kx Ok KR OK RR OR EK RE RK RE OK OF OK ORR
MEK RO RK ORK Re Rar <M RR OK ROK Me OK KR wR KR EK KEK RK RK AN OK OK OR WR
REY K KEK RK Re Kae SR MK KH YR KAN KK KR KR RK RE WK OR RK OE
HEX KR RK RK RR ERE 1K OM KK we OH ORY HX OK KKK KER WRK WERK REF KO ER
REM WK RK ORK Ry HR CH MK RH RK OK OH OK KO WKH RE ORE RE OK OK OK ORK
HEM ME OK EK OK RR ERE KKE OH KR KK KM ERR aXe OK OK OH KR RK RRS HEH ORK ORK RE RRO ORF
RKO MK OK KR RK RK KEKE REXK OF KW OK he RK eR RM OK KK RHEE KERR KE RK KK RE OR RS
eR RHR KR ORK HRRMRRRRREX WOKE F KR Ow RRRRRR OROIOmyetBe KH 0 OK RO ae
4X OF KK KK RK ROR OK OK KR KK Oe HEY EKRH NX KK JO WO HK KK OO OR ORR
4K OK RE ORK KK ORR RRR RE OK OK oe * ROKR KK MR ORM JOae KK OERK ROK
KK ® RK RK RK RK +e OH KY He KK ORK ax ORK RO KR Ke OF HEM OK RRORK RO RK
KK“ FF & & KK ROK HEX RH K YY KR CIO; WOK kk KR HA® xe * KF © HK FN
RK KR KH OK RR KK TOKIO RR OK KR OR KM KEN KR HK RK KH 2IIE a¥ KK OK RH OOK
Ke XK RK ER OK ** RIOR See MY RR RK KKH HRN OO OOK RE KEM BOROK Ke % 6K BK BR BK
KK XK RK OK ORK KEK KX RX KR KH KH RK WK eX X HR RK RR Re HEX EK OR RR RM OK
HR OY & HK RK ERE ROKR em OR RK KRM ¥eK kK KOR K MR ORRK aX OK OF OR ORK
aE OK ORK OE KK HFKKK HEN RE KR OR YK FORM eK 4K OF HR OK % A RM ERRT RK axe 2H KK OR ORK
RE RK RK OK KKK MEK * FRR RF _peeerennree x ¥ x «EN HERE WK KK EK ORK
RK ORK KR ORME JOUROR2 4 aeR aK He OK XK RH ORR BRERK REX KK RK BK
RK RK RE ORK ¥ XEROX Hw KK “a HRKREM ax Xe RF x ER ERK MER ORK WK
KM ORK REX BERR RHKK ORK OR OR RK RK RMKK Wee Ke RR KK OK RS RRR KEAKE HEX 9X ERE
KEK OOF HR FOOEK HE BR KRY Ke xe OK BK KO RH BK HORERE KEK KR ROK
RE K ¥# RAE K HHH HX KEK RH MR HK KER ae Oke OR OR RK RM WER EEX *x HEX
WHR WREX PestEts ietetg HX CE OR RK RK RROOO RK OK OK OE TRPaTE FAMERS HER HK
KKK HER SOK OR KO 0k 0 Oe KK HR Ok Oe ee He ABN
HHRR FORAFOIEE KK RK ORK EH EK OK KR RK RK ORK We "pauauaneenesanax HRRK
RHK KARKRK ae Ke 4k RY KOR BH KER XR XO} RE EK Kw ROR ** x ¥* RHR H
KKKKEE HK HK © RRM HR R RKK EX k RF RRR RK RR RR
FOOOOiiG Kak RH 8 HH RK RK RRR RHR we HE RRR JOOOROROK
HEHEER RE KR RK RR RK RK KN eK MRE ROHR OK 2 we MN OK OROURIe
* HKHK Kee KK © KR OR He RK RR KKH REE RK RX & RK RK RR HER EEK *
* KX ER eK OK ORK OR RH KR RH RK RK KK XR KK OR eH RR OER KERR x
x KRRKK RK OK ORK KR OK RK KR RR MK RRR RK X &K RRRee ee REE x
* WREK RK aE Ke RK KR KR KR OK ORR OR KE KERR RN EK R RF Yo 7 RR RR ORE WRK EKER *
x KEK K AEH ERK OH OH ORK RK OR OK RK KR {OC BHR Xe RX EK KR CRE KK FR KM KK RBH #
x RE RRR RK eR Kw RK OK RK KR KH RK RK JOROE Ke Re Re RR ER RK RR RK RR REF ORR *
¥ RK RK RR Re KF KR KR RRR HR HH RRK FeIK HERO O&O ORR MOR OW Re OR KeOR OR
* XK RE RK K x «RK MRK RH HK RRR 5K MEX RK & He ERR KW 8 OR Re RE RH OK
eX BK F WK Ree He KR KH OR RE RR KY OK HK XK RK OH RY F RK KH RK EK  OFK Re
KRY RE KR KK RE OR KR OK OK REF RE RK ORR KH HK OR AX ME OR OK oe RK x  § SO HER
XR *& KH KK HR RK KY MK KR RR FF MRR OM JORIOOK ae kK A Oe ME ROK OR OR Re RO OK OR
Ke  E ERR KR HK KR YK RR Ke Ke RK aK RXOKR RX xk £ & VERRY RE ER RED RK OF
RK © & HK wR RK 2 RK OK KR RK EK RK HK HK HHH Hx 2K SD Re KR BER RH KER RF
Re EH HEX OR RK FF we KR KR RR RK MK KH XOIOHOR Ke OM ORE Ve OR OE KR oF 2 OR HR REE RR OH
KEE RK RR RR OK K BK OR ORK RR OH ¥ HK ORYRR MOK AX -« SR Oe FE ER OER RR EK RR HK
HK RH KR RE KH KR KR Mee KK KH RR OM KKH 3 RX HK aE 8K Ye OK ROR RO O® xe EF OBR
Re KOR RR RK ORR OR KR Re RR RK SOOIIEEK HX 4 OE EY Rk RE 8 ORE Re RR ROR
RK OER RAR Oe OH Ke KR ORM Oem KH SOar MM 4a RK RK 2 RK ee OR OK RO OK
RX YN RK & K KK RK KK OR WR KDR Ke KH ¥ER RAS OK Oe RE KF OK OUR OU OR OR ORR
eK * © BK WK we RR AM KK “% Y RKM ai xxanerveeexeaats BERK ¥® aS oe 3% © BH Re OF OR OW
HK Re ORK KK KE FRx x +x KR ¥ERRE KOH a* xe XH €H 2H OH WK ORK
REE OOF KR ORK KX HM KEK OH OOGK 40RIOD HIE xa YRE RH 2% 2 RN ORE
KK MEH KE REM ORY Kw RK HOGISOO HRHAR xa RAM OK MK MER RK EH
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STREA' 1
Veetaaaeee

RAK LY OL KK # RK Kx® © KR RM SORSOO KKM KRY K X%e RK X RK RK BK
HX Ox ¥ aX RK Xe KX KK SKK KM HEREKK HK KK HXKK AME OK Kk OK KE OR ORK
* OO KRORK 4 OY Riearee OX K Me Ke ROK KKK 4M RM ORK KK OK RK

REM RRRRK KL KRMre OK OK OK eR sO RK KX RKKA MR KK KO Kae KR
KIRK § ® we He 6 OR ORK 4XRK ROKK RKRRRKe AK KK YR HK KR KK OR
x KK ROE eeer Ke KM YORIKK HRK HR UAKKRH RRR KH KH OR RK RK
4RX KF SN RRR * LM HK MRM KK KKK HAE RK RA HK K KH MRR

MK KRNORIOK K  K H HK OM MR OM RK Ho SK HEAEK RKKK WRK KEK KR te we © OR RK BRK
Ha x CK % OF Ke KR 4 OR OK SKE KKKKKK MARK H ka KK OR OK K Ry eK

KA KK % *% } MEANK KK ORK OM™ YORIKOK WRKOK UK KY RR Me HK KK ORK ORE
Kx MAK MM MRKARK wm KR ME RK EK KAMKHMER KRAR RX Oe KK OK RKORR

Me RNR OK ORRRK RK RE EX FOROIe MUM MOR KR KR KH ORR
KK KK WK 4K XK OOH MR ORK eK RKKKK ARKK 3H K 4 HR RK K RR

HULA x: ¥E “KRRH KS HR FXAKER SOOOekRe es aY OOK xJ *fyPa Ri
KKK kee RHR BK AKK “OR OK 3KOOS TOROx KMK  & aK ORK

MO RRR RK OR MR Rae eS KR OR KR RK HiKKKKKARK KKK Me "3 % "ieRe OH
RHON & REKK KL Kx wy eR Re RE TgKOKAK ¥xaR 9 8 KRM KH K K RH

Re OK OK RK Ke Oe MERSEEN® Kx & MY RRR HROKAY EXKA RH RK KH KR RR KR RK
ME RB RRM x YX aX KK RA RR HR KK RKERK KKK RK MK RK HR BR KK

¥ KM Fx 49a HUMY AY OM RK HR KR KK KKK XX © KR KR RH RR

KH FORE Ke % Kx we GR RN oR YORK me MK ORME Me eK RRR SRK
WOK KEK OR Pace * KR % KR HOKE Kae KK Me RK 4 HR RR Rex RK

OX HR TeiEH » © MK Me KM ORR RRR BOCRKKK AMK RK MK 8 WK KR KR yRK

Kx % *« KR we ~ RW RM HK KEKKE KY XK Mo* K 6 ROR ORK
% Re x KX KOK RK KM SOK ARIK OK Re kK OM ORM OK AK ROKK KKK
¥ KX pZ NK AK HR MY YR RK REE SKOOL REN KR KM FO OK OO Ke
iy “YY « # HAR SK MH HK RH KA ACE IxHK RY kx OR Me RR OW ORK RR

% « x cK AE *¥ RK K X* RK HM% KH SK RK KR HK MK RK Oe ORK
eX RY KKM x KR KOK ME KK WOOK KK eK KR MR KR KH RK KK KERR

& CK Ox <% *€ we > HK KER wx eK OOH RK KK RK OK RK KR OK RR KR
“KR Mx XH RK ® , RK WK MRK eM KK ORM ORK a Ke KOR OK OR ORK IO

Yok & wee KEK RK BK DD KR RK RK KK KK MK RK & AR OW ER RH KKH OROK
KE RM OM RRKEKE KR KR RK KR RR OK ORM aX Me MR KK R HR HK RD RH KKEKM

aea x TORK OR RK KR OK RH RR Ok OK KR KK RK OR HR OK ORK KR
KAR REX RK > HR HK RH RK KK OK HK ORK KM RR KH RHR KKKRK

; ee* "ex HRMK eM eR RR K RK KK MR KR HK RK AK KR KR RR FORSIO
K or MARKEE KE KR AM Ke RM RK OR MK 4 OR KK KH K Ke KR RR RK RK ROKOR

REX OY OE RM ME CK RRMORK RO KH OK NN KR MK RH eK Re KR Om oe RK OY RK RE HRKKKKRH
RHRK KK eK OR RY RHR OK Oe RK KR 4 KR MK KR RMX RM RK RM HK KR RK WK FORKOKK

RR OK MRRKR OR KR RR KERR ORM RW OK OR KR RK OK KK OK MK KOR OK KR OR OK Ke RK ORK KKM
XOX HO FOGSR MK MK MK M ww KR MK RR RRR HMM RM KR MR RW KX

Ke RK Se KR ee w % HK KM K KK KR KR YORK RR KK RK, KKH HR

RH ORS OK RK ¥% % Ke REE KKK & & K RMR KKK KR RR KR K em RKRY KH
*¥ « R ex Mx KM «% “RRM xe KES RK HK HK RK K KK RK RM =Xx HK K HOKEaK ex

aH « % KR eRe < Ke KYM RR EREKM ORS ORE KM © KH KM He KR KR RR OK MR RR KK KEK RK
OF OR OR KERN HR OR KH wy Re MK R MK HR RR KH RK Ke KK KR RR TK KK Ox
et “ok HERE XK A KK 4KKK Re ORR KM KR MK YH MRK KR BKKKKK ax x

*% SOR KR ORO OK KR KO KKK Kew KM & KM KY RK KR HK KR LR RMHH Re HK
* RK RK RRM KK Ke RM OK My RRR MMR OR Ke OK OR ORR KR KH WRKRK RK OK

KK XM MRR RH HO KARRRMH RR MK MK OEM He KR wR KR hkRe MEEK KK AM
% & KK RRR BRN KR Kee RREK RK RM RH KR KR MR RK RR AM RROR MHK OK OX

RK OM KR eR RE k Regs KK KR 4% HORM RK KR KOK HKRM WHR Ke RH
BKM RK KR KORE x wx KR MK RIORE RK KK OK ORK KK OK KH ZO aK RK RH OX

Oex XK KKRY ne ow ¥
KEK RR RK KR Hox &

Re RK KX KK RN RY eK KX KKK KAKK EX KF
No MK HMHRS RM ORM ORK ORK OK 2XOOIK ae OM OR OH

 

 

 

HOUR OK ke ORK KKH XR RK OB OEKEK KK x KR KY. KAM ORK om ORR OM

a KX RS RE RM A RK 4% NM HER KKX HRN RKKa ‘OK KOK EK UK OR
KX KK eR HR 4 KKH HK KORE KERK HHHOR RRKX GIO eK OR KK OK ROR
KK KK MR « KK KH RK RRR RRM K UK ROMER OK OK ORK

KK ke & RR XH - KR KR RR MRP KIRNRK yt 0HK * ENK*& HECK KK WK RK BK HK

WERK Ke KK RK RRR KR KEK RRR ROKKOK iKKK XK XK 48 & KR KOR ORR
RIKK KK K KK BR AK EK 6 RK HR RRR K EROSO RRKAR Yak KK 2 FR KH RR
HOUK Ye R RM ae OK RM KY KR MRK FRSOKHSI3 HK KH sk RK eK OR

HAM VK RM RK RE OK KR KR WKFKRK OGIOIEOOKISOE X KE SR KR OR OR K OR
x SK Me KK Re BE OY K 4 KO RRP OK OK: 5 RaX ME AK © RR KR RH OH OK

XxX & RH KK he KRM 6 OR HH OR KK KKVOOR KEK KK RN RK FRE RK BK €

KE KK KK BB BX REM BK KM RR ROK YOKRS RKK REX KK Me RM K FX Rw KR x
Ke Ho KE RY « we HK 4 OR MH HR RRR BRKR MRK %™ Ak OF KR OK RK RR RR
KK OK OR K RM MOR SHR Rs HRM HR KM RK MEK eK Hx RX KK WORK RK KR KR KH OR

RX MK 4 RR RMR EH ee MK KR MR Kw RRM eK RK ed KM KK ORK RM RO ROR RK KR RR
Kx & KX * RKOw uM Ko OY KR RK Ry ORK Ke eM ORM RK ORK RH OR OH OR OK RK OK RK OK
MA OM KK KR OEMay Ke on OM ORY RM OR RK ORK ORK OK OK OK UFR ROKK RR OK
MME RE KR RE BSE we KR BK HR AK KR RR RK MK ORR OR OR UKM OUR OR OK OR OY OR ORK RR RH OK
KM KE OR EK HOW RA MR nM KR KM OY BRM MR BM RK KK MK ORK RK OR RR KR KR HK KR KK KK OX

Ko OY RW KH KK RK ¥MyY 4k KOH KR RH KR Ky em MX KR ky MR KR RR OR KK OR ROM OK KH KR KR KK %
Ke XR RW KK BYR KRR RH KE KOR MYR KM WH KH X KH KH K KH RK RK AM RK MK mKRK KOK
"¥ KK OK del “KH 4 RR KS ORK K eK OR K ak OR OR 4 OF UO JOR OR HK RRR

xx xB KR RK EPS Ke Yk MK VY RK RRR % KRY MK OK RR OR RH MOK KR KR RR OK RK RK ORY MRK
KIRK YK KM MH RK K MRMAK “se KM RKP MM MK RM K WK RK RR KH KR ow KR eK OK RK WH 4 KR ORR RK
HHRKK & MK HK MeKK KeMy KK KR MR SRM KR KM RRR MORK KR RR RR RK RK ORK ORK WOK RK

RR Ok OR RH pH a Ye RK RM MRE wR Ow KM RK KK RR RR HK RK Rw RH RK RRKK
SOR HH RTs Ry kK we OR KR RM KR OY RK RM RK KR KR KR RK RH MH RK ORK KKMRK

HK eR RK RK KR My RY ORK YH > KR HK RY RH RR KH KM RK wR RK KR Re ORK FOROR
HERKR FX HHH DS ROREK Re NS RK OR RK KKM Ke wR RR KR MK KR KR HK WHR XOORK

Mow 3K KK RK EK REX KX MP OR KK RR OK RK RK KR RRR HR HR ORK KOK PPESSsf|
wK We YO MRK RS KRK MX 7 4% KX RK RK HR ORM RK KR HMR KK RMR KM KR KR KOROO

Mx Bo bw KR KY “ME BUR GRIM ERK wR Re ORK eK SRR OH Rw KH MH RR AK RK RK KKK HKeRRR
1% KR Rm Ky WK RR OO Ow me KK ROO ORK OKs FEOORK

KERHD ee x OYE oh KR UM He OM OR KOK ORK RK ORK ORK KK KKOKORE
¥ KKK FF He Ye RR H MK KR RH HR RH RK ORK HK FOOK

KHRKK ORK ex KY Yok He RK ORK RR RK HK RR OH KK AK ORK aX FOOOO
x > Re RY KR MH

xe aX KR HF KK
KEK OD KOR Pe

KK Ke Mae KR
RRR: GK KH FR 4 HM

BRRKKR ee KK MR Kw KK
a4 KS OR ERK KY Ky

2h KR RK RY Me RK
Ko KK RT Kk Ra

TIME 34 CrATS 40419
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PROBLEMS DRIVE 1966

set by D.MOLLISON,Trinity College
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figure 1 figure 2

1) S is the surface obtained by rotating a circle of radius r (>0) about
a line in its plane, distant dfrom its centre (d > r). Show that any two
points of S can be joined by a line in S of length less than m(d + r).

2) Accircular island of circumference 1 has an inpenetrable interior, a

narrow path round its edge, and two first-aid posts (FAP's) at random

points on the path. A woman is washed up on the island at night at a random

point of the path; how far may she expect to walk before she reaches a FAP?

3) 21 men of equal weights are hanging onto an overhangingcliff. The

feet of the n'th man are 10n feet from the ground, for n= 1,2,...,21. The

top man lets go; as he passes the next man,the latter also lets go, and falls

clinging to the former in such a way that energy is conserved (this is wrong,

but most competitors rightly assumedit, (?-Ed.)),and so on: as n men pass

the n + 1'st he lets go and clings to them. Neglecting air resistance and

their energy of rotation, find with what velocity they hit the ground, taking
g = 8 ft/sec/sec.(this is not a misprint-Ed.)

 

4) (a) How many points can be placed on figure 1, so that no two are less
than 1 unit apart?

(b) How many configurations are there for the maximal numberof

points (assumingthe points to be indistinguishable) ?

5) (a) Complete the table of 'distances' given in figure 2.
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(b) Would the 'distance' between 2/3 and 3/4 be meaningful?

(c) If so, what is it? If not, what is the 'distance' between 17 and 29?

6) A railway and a road run together for seven miles from P to Q. Two
miles from P there is a level crossing, which is closed one minute before,

and opened one minute after, a train passes.

A train passes a Stationary car at P and travels on to Q at 60 m.p.h., and,

forgetting to slow down, crashes at Q; the car passes the train as it crashes.

Assuming that stopping for an instant from full speed loses the car one
minute, of what speed must it be capable?

7) Find four distinct digits A, I, N, and T between 1 and 9 (inclusive) such
that A™ + (AN)™ — AINTin the scale of 10, for m = 1, 2,or 3.

8) Let Q bea string of 0's and 1's. Q!is the string of 0's and 1's obtained

by taking the (positive) differences of successive terms of Q; Q? = (Q!)1;
etc..

For example, Q = 11100101010011

Qt = 0010111111010

Q? = 011100000111

An infinite periodic string...... mmmm... is written as (m)- e.g.
. 101101101... is (101), (011) or (010). For which of the followingis

Qn = (0) for large enough n:

(101) (1110) (11010) (1111000111010) (1110000101010111)

9) An early warning system consists of sets of three buzzers, igs Dig, Gig),
Bins ys Oads © x <n , (ay, by, ¢,). Each a, can befired by just b,,_, or Cm_4,
and similarly for Disand Cyit is certain to fire if both its inputs fire, is

equally likely to fire if only one of them fires; and will not fire if neither

does. a, and byfire, but not cy. What is the probability of:

a) Cg, but neither a, nor bo, firing.

b) ag, bs and cy all firing.

10) Write down the next three terms in each of the following series:

) 3,9, 17, 21, 27,....

) 1714, 1727, 1760,....

) 1001, 1100, 0011, 1110,....

)

)

a
Oo

F&
F

1,18, 3,8,....

1, 2,3,4,....MD
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SPUDSAC I

by RUNNY DUSTCARTES, University of Outer Mongolia

The following is a description of an automatic food-processing computer

developed by the Cambridge Mathematical Laboratory Cleaning-Staff. The

main components of the machine include:

Storage: 1) The main store. This consists of 2!° wire-wound apple-cores,
on which the basic substances required are stored. Each word of storage

consists of 32 chips, each of which may bein one of two states—soggy or

burnt.
2) There is also a high-speed low temperature random-access

store, for perishable goods.

Registers: 1) The Accumulator Register, which holds the address of the
current operand.

2) The Operation Register, which holds the address of the next
operation to be obeyed.

3) The Cash Register, which holds the addressof the local gro-
cer's shop. :

Input/Output: Input and output are on five-channel punched macaroni, with

a direct feed mechanism for large output. Peripherals include an on-line

potato-peeler in the Domestic Science Lab, and a numberof bins in case of

overflow. |

Programming: Most programming is done in Spudsac Tomatocode, which

is similar to ordinary language. An example is given below:

TITLE: PREPARATION OF VEG TABLES AT INTERVALS OF FIVE
DEGREES

0) REGULO:= INPUT
PAN:= PAN + CARROTS
REPEATtill CARROTS > 67
for HEINZ= 1:1:57
BOIL until done
RETURN
X:= INNER PRODUCT(PAN)
JUMP if X IS HOT
STOP!—

A number of subroutines are included, e.g. 'SPUD' (Suet Pudding UnDump).

A large range of compilers is available as soggyware,particularly for For-

tran, Saucepan, Frypan, Algol, Soupbol, and Coalhol.

 

Optional extras include facilities for input on baked beansinstead of

macaroni.
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PROBLEM COMPETITION
We have had many requests for more problems in EUREKA. Accordingly,
here is a competition of a rather more difficult nature than our usual pro-

blems drive. Three prizes of £1 are offered jointly by the Archimedeans

and EUREKA,one for the best set of solutions from a 1966 freshman, one

for the best set from a resident junior memberof the Archimedeans,and

one for the best set from a postal subscriber. The closing date for solu-

tions, which should be sent to the Editor, c/o the Arts School, Bene 't St.,

Cambridge, England, is January 31st. We hopeto post solutions on the Arts

School Notice Board on February 1st, and to publish some in next year's

EUREKA. The Editor's decision is final. Don't get too disheartenedif
you cannot get very far —weconsider it unlikely that anyone will do them
all.

Our thanks must go to Dr. J. H. Conway, who provided us with nos.4, 5, 6, 8,

and 9, Dr. H. T. Croft (nos. 2, 7, 11, 12, and 14), Mr. Max Rumney(no.13),
T. W. Cusick (no. 15), D. Mollison (no. 10), and K. F. Wylie (no. 16). We would
like to have our readers' comments on the competition, and suggestions for
problemsfor next year.

1) Let P and Q be polygons, each with a finite numberof sides, (these

numbers are not necessarily equal), and with the same area. Provethat
each of P, @ can be dividedinto triangles P,, Po, Ps,..., P,, and Q), Q2, Qs,

-» Qn respectively, such that P; and Q; are congruent, for 1 < i <n.

2) Supposethat ny, = y24, + nyy+z n= 1,2,3,.....

and y, > 0. Prove that y, logn> lasn->,

3) Two polynomials P(z) and Q(z) of the complex variable z have the same
zeros, though not necessarily with the same multiplicities. The sameis

true of the polynomials P(z) + 1, Q(z) + 1. Prove that these polynomials
are identically equal.

4) Prove that for sufficiently large n there is one and only one sequence
of positive integers a,,a,,....a, in which a; is equal to the numberof
values of r such that a, = i.

5) a,b,c,d,e are elements of a group and satisfy

ab = c,bc = d,cd=e,de =a,ea=b

Prove that al! = 1, the unit element. Try to generalize the result to n
elements a,,a,...a, Satisfying a; aj41 = aj+2 (mod n).

6) An overheard conversation:

A: 'My children's ages are positive integers whose sum is the number

of people in this room and whoseproduct is my ownage.'

B: 'I need more information if Iam to determine their ages. Perhaps

you would tell me the number of your children and your ownage.'
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A: 'I'm afraid that even this information would not be sufficient.'

B: 'Then you needn't give it to me, since I can workit out for myself.

You are...years old and have... children.'

Fill in the blanks. Since the conversation obviously took place between
mathematicians, no 'realistic' assumptions may be made aboutthe ages
concerned.

7) Prove that any closed curve of diameter <1 encloses anarea at most "49

8) Forall positive integers p and q,P > q, find a wayof linking p strings
together so that when any q + 1 are broken the remaining strings separate
completely, but that when any q are broken the system remains completely
connected.

9) A:BandC are not both true.

B: The numberof false statements in this system is 0.

C: If the numeral appearing at the end of statement B were increased

by 1, the resulting system would have no solution.

Solve this system of statements. A solution means an assignmentof. values

true and false to the statements such that the value assigned to any state-

ment is the same as that deduced from its meaning.
 

10) In no. 8 of the problems drive, prove that QP = (0) for large enough n
if and only if Q has period a powerof 2.

11) Is it possible to cover an infinite plane with convex heptagons?

12) Prove that an infinite set of points in a plane such that any pair are

an integral distance apart must be collinear. Can one find an arbitrarily
large finite number of points with this property, and no 3 collinear ?

13) A Perfect Digital Invariant in scale s is a number, N suchthatits re-
presentation in scale s has n digits a,,a9,..-..,4, where N=all + all +
.... tal. For example in scale 10, 153 = 13 + 53 + 33, and 1634 = 14 +
64+ 34 + 44; in scale 13, 491 = 43 + 93 + 13. Prove that any Perfect
Digital Invariant is composite.

14) A 6 by 6 'chess-board' of 36 one-inch squares is covered by 18 2" by 1"
dominoes in the obvious way, each domino covering two squares. Can a line

always be drawn either across’or down the board to divide the dominoes

into two non-zero portions, without cutting any dominoesin half?

15) Let f(n) = 2n + 2 for each non-negative integer n. We can divide the
non-negative integers into two sequences 8S, and S, such that

1) Every non-negative integer is in one and only one of S,,S5.

2) n is in S, if and only if n = f(m) for some m in §,.

For we put 0 in S, and put any n > 0 in Sg if and only if n = f(m) for some
m in §,, this being decidable by induction since we necessarily have m < n.
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Thus we get

S, = (0, 1, 3,5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15,...)

S, = (2, 4, 8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 22, 24, 28, ..)

 
 

Find a method by which the difference sequences of S, and S.-i. e. the se-

quences formed of the differences of consecutive terms— may be written

out as far as one liked without writing out S, and Spo.

16) Solve the following two crossnumber puzzles.

a) Figure 1:

ACROSS DOWN

1: See 23 across 1: No clue

6: See 21 down 2: 3 x (17 across)
/8: 3 x (3 down) 3: See 8 across

9: See 16 down 4: 2 x (12 across)

10: No clue 5: See 20 across

11: 2 x (19 across) 6: 2 x (15 across)

12: See 4 down 7: See 10 down

15: See 6 down 10: 2 x (7 down)

17: See 2 down 13: See 14 down

19: See 11 across 14: 2 x (13 down)

20: 2 x (5 down) 16: 4 x (9 across)

22: See 18 down 18: 3 x (22 across)

23: 2 x (1 across) 21: 2 x (6 across)

b) Figure 2:

ACROSS DOWN

/1: 3 x (8 down); see 25 across 2! 3 x (28 across)(
JAX 2x (7 down); see 12 down, 21 across-—~3: Some other answer

/10: 3 x (20 across)
» 11: See 6 down

18 See 12 down, 16 down
14: See 5 down

Tt See 4 down
-19: The sum of four other answers

/20: See 10 across ;
21: 9 across + 15 down

22: See 2 down
23: Half of some other answer

25: 2 x (1 across)

4.2.x (17 across)
5: 3 x (14 across)
6: 3 x (11 across)
i 2x (18 down); see

9 across

~8: See 1 across

Jef 2 x (7 down + 9
across + 13 across)

-15: See 21 across

4: 3 x (13 across)

18° See 7 down
“om 24: The sum of three

answers
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Topological equivalents

of the axiom of choice

by P.G.DIXON , Churchill College

In general topology there are one or two theorems which are nearly always

discussed with reference to the axiom of choice. These are generally the

theorems which depend on the axiom of choice in its strongest form. How-

ever, what is less often mentioned is that many more of the theorems of
elementary general topology depend on weaker forms of the axiom;for in-

stance, on forms allowing only a countable number of choices.

It is the purpose of this article first to state some of the results concerning

fairly strong forms of the axiom, then to examine some of the theorems

depending on weaker forms; in particular, to specify this dependence pre-

cisely by proving certain theorems equivalent to purely set-theoretic forms

of the axiom. Finally, we shall look at some theorems which seem atfirst

sight to use infinitely many arbitrary choices, but which, in fact, do not need

any further axioms beyond the basic ones of Zermelo- Fraenkel set theory,

for their proof.

Westart by listing some of the weaker and stronger forms of the axiom of

choice to which it will be necessary to refer later on:

I The Axiom of Choice: If (halwern is a family of non-empty sets, there

isafunction f:A—~ UX, such that for every we A,fla) © X,.
QaeaA

II The Axiom of Dependent Choices: If X is a non-empty set, with a binary
relation R defined on it, such that the range of R is included in the domain

of R, then there is a Sequence x,, X2,... Such that, for all i, x; © X and

x,RXj+1-

Iil The Axiom of Countable Choice: If X,, X,,... is a sequence of non-

empty sets, there is a sequence x,, X2,... such that x; © Xj, for alli.

IV The Axiom of Countable Choice from Sets of Reals: If X,, X,,... is
a sequence of non-empty sets of real numbers, there is a sequence Xj, Xg,...

such that xj © X;, for all i.

V The Boolean Prime Ideal Theorem: In every Boolean algebra, every

proper ideal is included in some primeideal.

(The following logical relations between these are known: I = II =

III = IV; I= V; Ill ~ II; V and IV are independent of the basic axioms
of Z-F set theory, assuming those to be consistent.)

Theorems depending on strong forms of the Axiom of Choice(I, I and V)

The classic example under this heading is, of course, the Tychonoff Pro-
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duct Theorem. The proof of this from the axiom of choice is well known

(ref. 3 p. 143). The proof that this theorem implies the axiom of choice is

due to Kelley (ref. 1), but the proof given there has a slight error.

In that paper, Kelley raised the question whether Alexander's subbase
theorem is equivalent to the axiom of choice. It has since been shownthat
it is equivalent to the Boolean Prime Ideal Theorem. It has also been shown
that Tychonoff's theorem for products of Hausdorff spaces and the Stone-

Cech compactification theorem are both equivalent to V (ref. 2).

Another equivalence which maybestated in this section is that Baire's
category theorem, stating that a complete metric space is second category,

is equivalent to II, the axiom of dependent choices.

Theorems depending on weak forms of the Axiom of Choice (III and IV)

(i) The Lindel6f Covering Theorem is equivalent to IV.
The Lindeléf Covering Theorem states that if (X,7) is a second-countable

space, and if 1Oate <, is a collection of open sets covering X, then there is

a countable subcollection (Og,)j =1,2,,,,» @j © A, also covering X.

Wefirst prove IV implies Lindelof's theorem.

(X, 7) is second-countable, so we can choose a countable base (B,) for the
topology. (This is a single act of arbitrary choice, which is admissable.)

For each awé A,let

Jy ={j | By S Oot.

Then, since (B;) isabase,Og= U_ Bj.
jES,

Thus we have madethe sets Og correspond to sets Jq of integers.

For each i,let X; = {J,| By [ Og}.

Now the X; are sets of sets of integers, but since there is a simple one-to-

one correspondence between reals and sets of integers, we may apply IV to

them and obtain a sequence (Jy _) such that, for each i, Bj S Og.
4 °

The sequence (O,, ) thus has a union which includes every set B;, and soit
1

covers X. p

To prove Lindeléf's theorem implies IV, we again consider IV as applying

to sets X. whose membersare sets of positive integers. We then take as

our space, X, the set of all pairs of positive integers, with the discrete topo-

logy. The space is countable; the collection of singletons forms a base;

and so the space is second-countahble. For the covering sets Og, we takeall
the singletons { (i, j)} where i = 2, together with the sets

{ip }ui{kt+1plke x}

for eachxe€ Xj and each j 2 1.
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Since each of the sets X; is non-empty, we have singletons containing each

(i, j) for i => 2 and at leagt one set containing each (1, j) for every j;so the
sets Og do cover X. Applying Lindeléf's theorem, we obtain a countable
subcovering(O,,_). Now this must contain someset covering (1, j) for each

1

j; in particular,since the subcovering is a countable sequence,there is a

first set in it containing (1, j) for each j. This set defines a member x; of X;;
and so we have our required choice sequence.

(ii) 'A second-countable space is separable! is equivalent to IIIq

In this case, the proof of the theorem from III is straightforward; we simply

choose the sequence of points to form the dense subset from the given se-
quence of base sets (ref. 3 p. 49). The proof that the theorem implies III
proceeds asfollows.

We are given a sequence X,, X,... of non-empty sets which we can take

tobe disjoint. We introduce topology on Xj by taking the sets X; and unions

of these to be open,i.e. by taking as basethe collection of sets {X;};= 1,2,...

This topology is therefore second-countable, so the theorem gives us a se-

quence of points y,, yz,... which is dense in U Xj. Now there must bea

point of this sequence in every open set of the topology. In particular, we

have Vi, dn, y, © X;. Now take x; to be the y,, for least n suchthat Yn & X-

Then the sequence X,, X5,... is the required choice sequence.

(iii) Consider the theorem, (hereafter referred to (q)):

"If X, Y are topological spaces, X is first-countable, and is a function from
X into Y, and if x, ~ x always implies f(x,) > f(x); then f is continuous.’

An examination of the proof of this theorem showsthat it follows from IIL.

To attempt to deduce a form of arbitrary choice from the theorem,we pro-
ceed as follows.

Given a sequenceof pairwise disjoint sets, (Xn=1 2 , we define a de-
. icreasing sequenceof sets (Y,),-1 2 by:

9 5 e e e

¥,= wu X;
nN isn }

Let y be some element not in any of the X;. Define Y= Y, U {y}, and make

Y a topological space by defining the basic open sets to be all the suosets

of Y,, together with the sets Y,u {y}. It is easy to check that this defines
a first-countable topology on Y---- a base at y is the collection of sets

Yn U fy}, and a base at any other point is simply the singleton of that point.

We define the topological space Z as the set Y with the discrete topology,

and the function f:Y — Z as the identity on the set Y. f is continuous every-

where except at y, where we have{y} open in Z, but f-4{y} = {y! not open in Y.
Theorem (a) now gives a sequence x, — x suchthat f(x,) “ f(x). But since
f is continuous at all pounts other than y, if x ~ y and X, ~ X, then it can be
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shown that f(x,) — f(x). Thus we must have a sequence x, ~ y with
f(x,) f(y).

Now produce a sequence x; — y with f(x},) ~ f(y) and x},  y by removingall
occurrences of y from the sequence (x,). This must leave a sequence with
the required properties, unless the original sequence had xy eventually equal
to y, in which case,f(x,) eventually equals f(y), and so f(x,) > fly); a con-
tradiction.

Now take a subsequenceof (x1) by taking, for each X; containing some Xj

the first Xj lying in X;, and denoting this by yj. i.e. we have defined a

sequence(nj) by:

n, = minimum i such that there is some x, © X;

nj+1 = minimum i > nj such that there is some x), € X;
J

and y, = the Xj with least j such that xj S ae
L 1

Thus we have shownthat, given a sequence of (disjoint) sets X;, we can find

a sequence of numbers n, <ng<....<n,<.... anda sequence (y, )j-1 9
such that for alli,y, © X,. * m

ne 1

Weshall call this the axiom of Sequence Choice. Clearly, Sequence Choice
is a weaker form than III. However,it is sufficient to prove theorem (a)

as can be seen by examining carefully the usual proof of that theorem

(ref. 5 p. 78). It can also be shown equivalent to other theoremsinvolving
sequences, such as: 'If X is a Lindeldf space and every sequence in X has
a cluster point, then X is compact.' (ref. 3 p. 137).

?

One might suppose Sequence Choice to be a new form,strictly weaker than

Ill, but it turns out that we can provethat it implies III, as follows.

Assume Sequence Choice. Given a sequence of non-empty sets Reqs Kooy «aj
let F,, be the set of all finite sequences (x,, X9,...,X,) with x; © Xj for all
i <n. Each of these sets F,, is non-empty by the admissable rule allowing
a finite number of arbitrary choices. Apply Sequence Choice to the sequence
of sets (F,,) and obtain a series of numbers n,< ng<....<nj<.... anda
sequence In» fo? ... Such thatf, © F,. for all i. Now for each i, there is

1 L

a minimum j for which nj 2 i; define x; =(fn ) _, uSing this j. x; thus defined
JJ 1

is in X; and so we have our required choice sequence.
.

By identifying finite sequences of real numbers with real numbers, we may

obtain as a corollary that Sequence Choice from sets of reals is equivalent
to Countable Choice from sets of reals, IV.

(iv) To conclude this section, we list some other equivalents of IV.

(a) A second-countable metric space is separable.

(b) A subspace of a separable metric space is separable.

(c) A subspace of the Hilbert cube is separable and metrisable.

(ref. 3 p. 125).
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Theorems not depending on the Axiom of Choice

There are, of course, many theorems which are usually proved in a way

involving arbitrary choice, but which are not essential applications of the

axiom of choice. We shall consider here two examples, each characteristic
of a collection of such theorems.

(i) 'In a Hausdorff space every compactset is closed.’

In the usual proof, we consider a compact set C in a Hausdorff space X, and

a point y ¢ C; and, for every point x © C, we choose disjoint neighbourhoods
U,,, V,, of x, y respectively. Wetake a finite

{X1,Xg,-+-,)Xp} CC such that C C u Ux (by the compactnessof C).

Then V, is a neighbourhood of y not intersecting C.
1 L

Apparently, we have used arbitrary choice in selecting, for eachx € C,a

specific pair of neighbourhoods U,, Vx out of the set of possible pairs; a set

which the Hausdorff axiom guarantees to be non-empty for each x. To cir-
cumventthis, we proceed as follows.

Let {Uxos Vx, wh oe a,, be the family of suitable pairs of neighbour-

hoods of x, y.

Then {Uy gtxec. wea iS an open coverof C.
9 ? xX

Take a finite subcover 1Ux,, a,’ Ux. artes » Ux ot

Then Vy gq 7 Vx a M-++-+-+n Vx q_ is a neighbourhood of y
Vol 2’ “2 ne

not intersecting C.

(ii) "If X is a topological space, A © X and x &€ A,(the closure of A), then
there is a net {xgl d © D} of points of A, with xg > x.'

To prove this, we note that /,, the collection of neighbourhoodsof x, pre-
ordered by inclusion, is a directed set. (A preordering is a transitive and

reflexive binary relation, and a preorderedset is directed if for any pair

of elements there is a third element which follows both in the preordering,

c.f. ref. 3 p.65). For each neighbourhood, N,N A =~ @, so we choosepoints
Xy © NnA, and {xy | N € W,} is the required net.

To avoid the choice of an x, for each N, we form our directedset, instead,

as the collection, S, of ordered pairs (x, N), where x © Nn A and NE Ay;
preorderedby:

(x,N) = (y,M) iff NCM.

(It is important here that we do not require an antisymmetric preordering).

Wethen define our net as{x,|s©S}wherex, , =x.
(xX, N?

Continued on page 40
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5 facts of life when
you're an undergraduate

and bankat the
National Provincial

Tx day you open an account with the National Provincial you strengthen your
feeling of independence and security because you organise your finances better.
Five simple facts of life operate in your favour.
1 You can haveyour bills paid for you. Subscriptions, hire purchase instalments,

insurance premiums—all can be paid regularly as clockwork through a Banker’s
Order to the National Provincial.
2 There are no cash problems‘over your holidays abroad. No worries about having

money lost or stolen, or the inconvenience of carrying different currencies. Your NP
travellers’ cheques can be exchanged for cash almost anywhere.
3 You can give a Banker’s reference. Just ask your NP manager. If he knows

you’re a solid citizen, his word will carry weight.
4 You save more money than you actually set aside. Interest goes on top of what

you put into your NP Deposit Account. The more your savings grow, the bigger your
interest.
S You need never be short of moneyina strange town. If you have an NP Savings

Account (on whichinterest is allowed) your passbook will enable you to withdraw up
to £20 on demandat any of the Bank’s 1600 Branches.

Howdo youjoin? Just call in at the NP Branch
of your choice. Ask to see the manager. You’ll find him a very
friendly, helpful man.

National
Provincial

ven
Branches in Cambridgeat: Limite

26 Trinity Street and 56 St. Andrew’s Street.

  



 

The Archimedeans

The society has once again enjoyed a very successful year with the evening meetings, on the whole,

very well attended. Particularly notable were talks by Dr. H.M.Cundy on 'Tiling and Patterns’,

and by Professor R. Rado on 'Arithmetic ad Infinitum', and also a 'Careers Meeting’ organised by
Mr. J.N.Coope from the Appointments Board, at which we heard three mathematicians from vari-

ous walks of life talking about their own work and branches of mathematics. The tea meetings
also were very successful especially notable were Professor J.E. Littlewood who gave an intri-

guing talk entitled 'Some Surprises in Differential Equations' and Mr. R.W. Shephard of Defence

Operational Analysis Establishment who gave a very enlightening talk on 'Operational Research
and Defence'.

As usual the Problems Drive was well attended and we were pleased that a large numberof
'Invariants' from Oxford could take part. The Computer Group has thrived this year with large

attendances at its weekly meetings, and is now keeping Titan even more busy. The Bridge Group
is also flourishing, however attendances at both the Music Group and the Chamber Music Group

have dwindled, and these Groups may haveto enter the defunct category. To counteractthis it
is hoped to revive the Puzzles and Games Ring next year. Both the Tiddleywinks Match with the

Dampers and the Punt Party were well supported and thoroughly enjoyed. Visits tended to be
poorly subscribed and some hadto be cancelled, although the visit to the Atomic Energy Establish-

ment at Harwell was fairly popular and very rewarding despite being unable to visit Atlas. The
Bookshop has been fairly busy and is providing a valuable service to undergraduate mathematicians.

This year's meetings begin with Professor L. Rosenhead talking on 'Mathematicians and Social
Purpose’ which should provoke a lively discussion, and also the Careers Meeting, again arranged

by Mr. Coope. Dr.D.R. Taunt opens the tea meetings with a talk entitled 'Straight and Crooked

Thinking'. It is also hoped to arrange a visit to Oxford during the Michaelmas Term. The Lent
Term is opened by Professor D.B.Sawyer of Waikato University, New Zealand who will be visiting

Cambridge next year, he will be speaking on 'Polyhedra'. This is followed by Professor R.S.
Scorer, and then Professor G.F.J.Temple giving a talk entitled 'Newtonian Aerodynamics’, and
finally Professor K. A.Hirsch will give a talk on 'Braids and Groups’. The Problems Drive will
again be held in February, and we look forward to challenging the 'Invariants' again. There will
be the usual visits next year, and it is hoped to include some London theatres.

As usual it is intended to arrange a Tiddleywinks Match with the Dampers for the Michaelmas

Term,and a Punt Party to Grantchester in the Easter Term.

The programmehas been designed to cater for the needs of all membersof the Society, but the
Secretary would greatly appreciate any suggestions as to possible improvements or alterations,
which may be made either directly or through the book kept for this purpose in the Arts School.

R.S.A. TUFF,
Secretary.

Mathematical Association

President: F. W. Kellaway, B.Sc., F.I.M.A.

The Mathematical Association, which was founded in 1871 as the Association of for the Improve-

ment of Geometrical Teaching, aims not only at the promotion of its original object but at bring-
ing within its purview all branches of elementary mathematics.

The subscription to the Association is 30s. per annum; to encourage students and those who have
recently completed their training the rules of the Association provide for junior membership at
an annual subscription of 10s.6d. Full particulars can be had from the Mathematical Association,
29, Gordon Square, London, W.C.1.

The Mathematical Gazette is the journal of the Association. It is published four times a year, and
deals with mathematical topics of general interest.
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Problems Drive Solutions

1) Let O be the nearest point of the circle to the straight line; join P and Q to the points nearest

to them on the locus of O. This can be done by two arcs of length <mr. Now join these points by

an arc of the locus of O, of length <7(d—r). If P (say) is not on the locus of O, the resulting path
from P to Q has a right angle in it, and S locally approximates a plane, so a short cut across the
right angle will give a shorter path; if P and Q are on the locus of O,the path is of length <n(d—r)
<n(d + r) anyway.

2) The three objects (woman, FAP1, FAP2) are at undistinguished random points; consider each
in turn as movingto its right (say) till it reaches one of the others. We see that the three distan-
ces apart are identically distributed random variables with sum 1; hence each has mean Wize

3) 4/110 ft/sec.

4) (a) 5
(b) Infinitely many.

5) (a) Reading table in usual way, the distances are V5, 1, V3.
(b) Yes
(c) 13

6) 75 m.p.h.

7) A=9,I=6,N=8,T=5,m=2

OR A=1,1=7,N=2,T=9,m=3
8) The second andfifth.

9) (a) 0
(b) 3p

10) (a) 29,33,39,... (100-primes)
(b) 1820, 1910, 1936 (accession of Georges)
(c) 0000, 0111, 1111,... (forget the commas;strings of 0's and 1's get longer)
(d) 9,13,5,... (Code for ARCHIMEDEANS)
(e) 5,6,7,...(!)

Average marks obtained out of 10 were as follows

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Marks 1.9 0.6 2.2 6.3 0.2 5.2 4.5 3.6 0.4 4.5

The winners were A. G. Smith and P.N. Toye,both of Trinity College, with 53% of possible marks

(4 w-questions). 17 pairs competed, the average mark being 29.5%.

Book Reviews

SCHOOL MATHEMATICS PROJECT, Books 1,T,T4 and Teacher's Guides for Books 1 and T.

Edited by A.G. Howson. (C.U.P.) 21/--each.

The Director of the Project, Professor Bryan Thwaites of Southampton University, in his intro-

duction to the series says: 'the project was founded on the belief held by a group of practising

school teachers,that there are serious shortcomings in traditional school mathematics sylla-

buses and that there is a need for experiment in schools with the aim of bringing these syllabuses

into line with modern ideas and applications..... '. To this end, the group concerned has suc-

ceeded admirably.

If the publishing schedule goes accordingto plan, pupils using Book 1 (intended for pupils at the

beginning of their secondary school career) will be able to go on and use Books 2,3,and 4 to

cover the complete O-level course. Incidentally it is pleasing to note that all the examining

Boards set joint G.C.E. examinations on syllabuses which follow the contents of these books.

Eventually Books 6 and 7 will be available for the S.M.P. A-level course, while Book 5 will lead

to the S.M.P. Additional Mathematics examination. Book T is intended for those pupils at the 13+
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stage who for some reason will not have started the course at the 11+ stage and for those schools
which wish to change over to S.M.P. without waiting for the full series Books 1 to 4 to be published.
Book T4 is a continuation of Book T (and of course of the future Book 3).

Besides introducing topics which are new to an O-level syllabus, such as flow-charts, desk calcu-

lating machines and the idea of a set, Book 1 treats many older basic topics which have been

retained, in an unfamiliar way. So for instance, chapter one deals with arithmetic by introducing
the arithmetic operations in different number scales. Geometry is dealt with in more or less
traditional fashion, but there is a whole chapter on symmetry and rotations. Throughout, the em-
phasis is on familiarising the pupil with mathematical concepts rather than making him adeptat

solving lengthy numerical problems—this is one of §.M.P.'s basic axioms, and a good oneit is too.

There are included in Book T sometopics which are in Book 1. The language and notation of sets
are introduced from the beginning, and used to unify the various branches of mathematics. Euclid-
ean space is studied by meansof the geometrical transformations of rotation, reflection and trans-
lation. Trigonometry is given an entirely traditional treatment, but estimation of results and the

use of the slide rule are encouraged. An important chapter on the displaying of data and inter-
pretation of graphs formsthe basis of a first study of statistics which will be taken a step further
at the beginning of Book T4. Indeed, there are three chapters devoted to graphical work, the other
two introducing functional ideas and co-ordinates. Shearing, as a transformation, is used as a

starting point for studying the areas and volumesof simple figures.

Book T4, after the opening chapter on statistics, goes on to deal with transformations and mat-

rices. Representing simple transformations as single letters, the algebra of translations, rotations,
and reflections is built up. Matrices are introduced as meansof storing information and are then
neatly connected with transformations. Chapter 4,on more traditional lines, deals with trigono-
metry of the general angle, polar co-ordinates and the equation of the straight line, which leads to
a chapter on linear programming,inequalities and problems of maximising and minimising. There

follows more work on vectors (a vector base is introduced) and matrices. Then probability is
introduced, employing set notation wherever possible. The following chapters deal with the geo-

metry of the circle, proportion, areas under graphs using Simpson's Rule, loci and envelopes—

allowing conics to be introduced—triangle geometry (where vectors are employed to advantage),
solid geometry, projection and plans and elevations. Chapter 14 concerns practical, domestic
arithmetical problems and the final chapter deals with algebraic structures ending with the defini-
tion of a group and checking various structures alongside the axioms.

An essential feature of S.M.P.is that not only the pupil is learning. The teacheris also being

introduced to new ideas and to new methods for more established topics. It is for this reason

that very comprehensive Teacher's Guides are available, providing not only answers to exercises

(which sometimesinclude the whole working of the problem) but also a running commentary on
the corresponding book, often treating topics from a different viewpoint to provide the teacher

with an excellent supplementary course in themselves. Nevertheless, here are also to be found
references for further reading.

All the books are pleasantly presented in colourful and very sturdy hard backs. Theprint is
large and easy to read; the diagrams clear, explicit and plentiful. Amusing drawings and quotations
start off each chapter in lively fashion and there is an adequate number of carefully chosen exam-

ples, including Revision Exercises. The undergraduates of tomorrow, coming up with this kind of

mathematical training, will have a tremendous advantage overtheir 'traditionally' trained contem-
poraries. Yes, indeed, something very useful has been achieved here, and I have no misgivings
whatever in wholeheartedly recommendingthis series. E.JENKINS

UNSOLVED AND UNSOLVABLE PROBLEMS IN GEOMETRY.By H. Mesichowski. (Oliver and
Boyd) 55s.

This book deals with a variety of problems, both solved and unsolved, on which much work has

been done, especially during this century. The author discusses packings and coverings in some
detail, and gives the latest results on Lesbegue's 'tile' problem. The chapter on extremal prob-

lems includes a proof of Besicovitch's theorem. The impossibility of trisecting a general angle
with ruler and compassesonly is proved; constructions on the sphere and some problemsof set
theory are treated.

A topic of particular interest is the dissection of squares into smaller squares. Such a dissection
is called perfect if all the squares are incongruent, and simple if no subset of the squares as

arranged form a rectangle. We investigate the smallest number 1 (m,n) of squares used ina
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perfect (simple, simple and perfect) dissection of a square. It is known that m = 13;figure 1 on
page 2 gives the corresponding dissection. 1 and n are unknown: 13<1<24 and 13<n<38,

Now consider a uniform conducting square plate with line electrodes on two parallel sides.
Since the current flows normalto the electrodes throughout, we can cut the plate in this direction
and introduce electrodes parallel to the original ones, to give a dissection of the plate into smal-
ler square plates, without affecting the resistance of the system. If the original plate has unit

resistance so do the smaller plates. Thus each dissection into squares corresponds to a system

of unit resistances connected so as to have unit resistance. A perfect dissection corresponds to
a network in which no simple parallel or series circuits occur,and so one of the two smallest such
networks is given by figure 2 on page 2.

Thus even geometry has its uses! C.J. MYERSCOUGH

GEOMETRY, A CONTEMPORARY COURSE. By Dr. H. Lewis.

The introduction to this book tells us that it 'aims to bring the teaching of geometry more closely
in line with current trends, without breaking the ties with the past.' This, together with its Ameri-
can origin, meant that I was prepared for many diagrams,and a fairly verbose text. However,I
expected, too,a discussion of some of the newer ideas, such as simple transformations,reflections,

and groups of symmetries. With what, in fact, does this book deal, and in what way is it 'more
closely in line with current trends'?

The subject material is elementary Euclidian geometry, with some U mathematical works thrown
in—'set' and the like—but the treatment differs greatly from that traditional. Instead of stating
some definitions fairly quickly and developing the subject somewhat, then returning to consider

the definitions more carefully, there is a laborious discussion of what is meant by 'equals', and

an explanation of the proof of each result which would make the English staff go on strike, I hope!

The author hastried, albeit unsuccessfully, to produce a logical treatment for 13-year olds. On
page 87 we are told 'if we were to deny the antecedent, this would not imply the truth of a denial
of the consequent.' We state the 'Pons Asinorum' theorem on page 171 and culminate over 600

pages with a short section on 'the areas of polygons’.

This text is too long for the student to read himself (which seemsto be the author's idea) and is

too restrictive in style for teachers, whose interpretations tend to vary slightly.
Cc M.A. LEWIS.

PUZZLES AND PARADOXES. By T.H.O'Beirne (Oxford) 30s.

Readers of the magazine 'New Scientist' will probably recognise the above title and author. This
book is in fact a selection from a series of articles by T.H.O'Beirne which appeared in the maga-
zine from January 1961 to February 1962.

But this is no jumble of miscellaneous and unrelated trivia—each problem is fully investigated in a
chapter of its own, and usually more than oneline of attack is used.

Problemstreated include River-crossing, Coin-weighing, strange geometries, colour arrangements,
games such as Nim,how tofind Easter, the 'A affirms that B denies that C declares that Disa

liar' problem, and the problem of the cows,pigs, and sheep.

The occasional analysis of results of competitions provides additional amusement—particularly
one entrant who succeeded in crossing a river by boat in an even numberoftrips.

I.N.STEWART.
 

*

MATHEMATICAL INDUCTION. By B.K. Youse. (Prentice-Hall) 24s.

This book is not wholly bad; it is always perfectly clear, it is well set out and printed, and there
are plenty of illustrative examples. Yet it succeeds in being very dull and not in the least stimu-

lating in the course of its 55 pages. J.S. DENNIS.

RINGS AND RADICALS. By N.J.Divinsky (Allen and Unwin) 42s.

Ring Theory tends (undeservedly) to be a rather neglected subject. Vast quantities of texts on
group theory and field theory appear every year, but the lowly ring seldom rises abovethe status
of a sadly defective field.

This book is an attempt to plug the gap down which muchpotential seemsto be disappearing, by

providing a medium-leveltext.
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Let P be a property that a ring may possess, and call a ring with this property a P-ring. Then P

is a radical property

if 1) A homomorphic image of a P-ring is a P-ring,

2) Every ring contains a P-ideal S which contains every other P-ideal of the ring,

3) The factor ring R/S contains no non-zero P-ideals.

By means of such radical properties it is possible to prove a number of powerful structure theo-
rems expressing rings with the given property in terms of matrix-rings over a division ring.

Eight different radicals are considered, and the final chapter gives a survey of recent results,

particularly on the relations between the various radicals. I.N.STEWART.

INTRODUCTION TO FIELD THEORY. By I. T. Adamson (Oliver and Boyd) 12s. 6d.

This is a competent, though rather slow-moving, introduction to field theory, and Galois theory in

particular. It is extremely explicit in treatment—perhaps too explicit, for example, the theorem
that if F is a subfield of E and E is a subfield of K then (K: F) = (K: E) (E: F) requires a page and
a half of proof.

It ends,as might be expected, with the theorem that quintics cannot be solved by radicals. However,

the actual theorem proved is that generic polynomials of degree > 4 are not solvable by radicals.
This does not prove that there exists a quintic with rational coefficients which cannot be solved in

terms of radicals (although there is no 'general formula' it might just happen that each equation

can be solved by a different method). In fact there do exist such quintics, e.g.x° +x+1,buta
little more work is needed to provethis. a

On the whole, however, this is a good buy for anyone interested in fields. I.N.STEWART.

THE THEORY OF FINITELY GENERATED COMMUTATIVE SEMIGROUPS. By L.Rédei.

(Pergamon) 84s.

This very specialist book is an attempt to provide a structure theory for finitely generated com-
mutative semigroups (hereafter called semimodules).

The method of attack used is to note that any semimodule is a homomorphic image of a free semi-
module on n generators for somefinite n, which can itself be embedded in the free Abelian group
of rank n.

The problem thus reducesto finding all possible congruences on a free semimodule. This is done
by embedding the free Abelian group in n-dimensional Euclidean space, to make the theory more
intuitive.

The author then introduces the concept of a 'Kernel function' (which is a function whose values
are ideals of the free semimodule) and showsthat there is a natural one-to-one correspondence

between kernel-functions and congruences.

This effectively reduces the problem to considerations of Kernel functions, the properties of which

are developed in the remainderof the book. I.N.STEWART.

LECTURES ON DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY.ByS. Sternberg (Prentice-Hall)

This book competently discusses a great variety of topics in differential geometry. However, the
exposition is unclear in many places and typographical errors are frequent. The author comments
in his preface: 'I hope that there are no serious logical errors in the book. I do not have any
similar aspirations on such matters as signs, factors of 27, etc.' Indeed, I found no serious logical
flaws, but the second sentence of the author's remark should definitely be kept in mind while read-
ing his book. T.W. CUSICK

THE STRUCTURE OF THE REAL NUMBER SYSTEM.By L.W. Cohenand G.Ehrlich

(Van Nostrand)

This book presents a detailed and rigourous construction of the real number system. An intro-
ductory chapter sets up the necessary set theory. The natural numbersare introduced by Peano's

axioms, and the concepts of finiteness and infiniteness of sets established. The integers, rational

numbers, and real numbers are each introduced as providing properties lacking in the previous
set. It is finally shown that the reals are complete, whereas the rationals are not.

The necessary algebraic theory is set up at each stage, and the concept of order is stressed at
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each stage. Exercises are provided as an integral part of the text, many of them as important
extensions of it. An adequate index and bibliography are provided. The book should be very use-
ful to students of the foundationsof analysis. M. K. AYRES.

REAL NUMBERS.ByStefan Drobot. (Prentice-Hall) 28s.

This book claimsto be an introduction to several aspects of the theory of real numbers-—the
axiomatic basis, the representation of real numbers, approximation to reals, cardinalities of sets
of reals,and Lebesgue measure.

However, the book is, in fact, mainly devoted to the theory of continued fractions—a subject which
has been treated better elsewhere. The section on axiomaticsis fairly satisfactory, but the final
chapter,on Lebesgue measure, is decidedly sketchy. P. G. DIXON.

INTRODUCTION TO TOPOLOGY. By M.J. Mansfield. (Van Nostrand) 21s.

Whilst this book is good value at a guinea,it contains substantially less than the requirements of
the Part II Analytic Topology course. But since the treatment is careful and thorough, the book
can be strongly recommended asintroductory reading for that course.

The basic ideas of continuity, topology, functions, continuous mappings, and homeomorphisms are
first introduced. The readeris led to seek topological properties—i.e. those properties of a topo-
logical space which remain invariant under homeomorphisms. Such topological properties as
connectedness and compactnessare then examined. The discussion of separation properties in-
cludes a proof of Urysohn's lemma. Finally metric spaces are discussed. It is regrettable that
the author devotes an excessive amount of time to the process of completion whilst not relating
compactness to metric spaces.

The trouble with this book is that as soon as discussion of a topic becomes interesting, it stops.
But perhaps this is a good reason for recommending it as introductory reading.

J.H. WEBB.
THE GENESIS OF POINT SET TOPOLOGY. By J.H. Manheim. (Pergamon) 25s

This little book consists of a history of those developments in mathematics from the time of
Newton, which culminated in the foundation of the modern subject of point set topology. The book

lays particular emphasis on the impactof the study of Fourier and other trigonometrical series
on mathematicsin the last century.

I found the book readable, and generally free from errors, but, unlike many mathematical historians,
the author assumes considerable mathematical knowledge on the part of the reader. This is cer-

tainly not the book to give Aunt Edna for Christmas unless she happens to have a Ph.D. But I can

strongly recommendit to those taking the Part II course in Analytic Topology, as background

reading. There are plenty of quotations from original papers, dozens of references, and a very

full bibliography. J.S. DENNIS

THE THEORY OF SHEAVES. By Richard G. Swan (University of Chicago Press)

The theory of sheaves has important applications in topology,differential geometry, and similar
branches of mathematics; its main use being to deduce global properties from local ones. This
book concernsitself with the general theory of (abstract) sheaves. The reader should have some
familiarity with the basic methods of homological algebra, which are used intensively throughout.

I.N.STEWART.
THEORY OF FUNCTIONS.ByL. F. Toralballa. (Prentice-Hall) 94s

At first sight, this book looks like the answer to every impecunious undergraduate's prayer. In
one volume, the author managesto cover three-quarters(at least) of a three -year university
course in analysis. This is a very ambitious project, and it is scarcely surprising that it is nota
complete success.

First the rationals, the reals, and the complex numbersare developed from the positive integers.
After some elementary topology, in preparation for a general discussion of differentiation and
integration over normedfields, come real functions of a real variable, measure and the Lebesgue
integral, Fourier series, and functions of several real variables. The next (and longest) section is
on complex variables. For a short, unadorned accountof the theory, with clear and straightforward
proofs of all the principal theorems, it would be difficult to beat. The concluding chapters deal,
respectively with harmonic functions, a more rigorous survey of the ground covered, and functions
of several complex variables.

Since the book tries to cover so much ground,it is inevitably rather superficial in its treatments
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of nearly all subjects. It is often pedestrian, there being only the briefest explanatory comments,
and no digressions to encourage the reader to look further into the subjects covered. The order

in which the material is covered is, whilst logical, unsuitable for a first year undergraduate. The
book is very careless over details. Many of these faults are due to the author, but there are also

very many misprints. I advise any prospective purchaserof this book to study it carefully before

buying.

For the most part I have been critical of this book, but I ought to conclude with somepraise. It
is comprehensive, generally sound, and rarely obscure, but it is a pity that there are so many
flaws. J.S.DENNIS

A COURSE OF HIGHER MATHEMATICS.Vol. II Part II 'Complex Variables/Special Functions'
By V.I. Smirnov (Pergamon) 110s

This book continues the translation of Professor Smirnov's course. ChaptersI, II and III develop

the theory of functions of a complex variable in the usual way. Cauchy's theorem is proved assu-

ming continuous differentiability of the integrand, and a large numberof applications to the theory
of two-dimensional fields is included. Chapter IV contains material on functions of several com-
plex variables and matrix functions, with applications to differential equations. Chapter V con-
siders linear differential equations and their solutions about regular singularities; there is a de-
tailed treatment of the hypergeometric equation and its special cases, Legendre's and Jacobi's

equations. Chapter VI consists of 200 pages of information on special functions. There is a wealth

of reference information in both these chapters.

The bookis large, easy to read and well printed. It is rather classical in tone, and much of the

material duplicates the contents of much cheaper and more rigorous books.It is well suited to the

college library, but seems too expensive and not altogether indispensable to the undergraduate.

S.M. NEGRINE

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS IN NORMED SPACES.By L.V.Kantorovich and G.P. Akilov.

(Pergamon) £7

This large volumeis divided into two parts, the first provides a good general introduction to the

theory of normed spaces---properties of normed spaces, (including Hilbert space); functionals;
the Hahn-Banach theorem;conjugate spaces; convergence; adjoint operators; linear topological

spaces---with, throughout, many applications of the theory to specific spaces. The second part is

more specialised, being devoted to methods of solving functional equations ---the method of steep -

est descent, the use of fixed point theorems, and Newton's method. Here, again, the general theory

is illustrated by applications to specific integral and differential equations.
P.G,. DIXON

A DISCOURSEON FOURIERSERIES. By C: Lanczos. (Oliver and Boyd) 63s

This book deals with a wide variety of topics connected with the approximation of functions by

Fourier series. The first few sections are rather confusing; historical notes On Fourier's dis-
coveries alternate with the basic definitions of functionand limit. The proof of Dirichlet's fundamen-

tal theorem for Riemann-integrable functions of bounded variation over the interval considered is

a little difficult to follow.

The book then improves considerably; Fejer's method of summation, smoothing of experimental

data, and the Laplace transform are amongthe topics discussed. The whole book is written in an
informal ‘Question and Answer' style which while pleasant to read lacks conciseness. Whilst the

bookfills the gap in standard of treatment between elementary and advancedtexts, one cannot help
feeling that without loss of subject matter the book could have been condensedto half the length and
published at one fifth of the price in Oliver and Boyd's 'University Mathematical Texts' series.

C.J. MYERSCOUGH

A TREATISE ON TRIGONOMETRICAL SERIES. By N.K. Bary (Pergamon) Volume1 : 84s.
Volume 2: 105s.

There are now two large workson the classical theory of trigonometric series, the present work

which is a translation from Russian, and Zygmund's Trigonometric Series (2nd edition Cambridge
1959). Although the contents are to a great extent the samethe two books arequite different in
spirit; Zygmund is concise, high-powered and demands mathematical maturity, while Bary is un-
hurried and claims to cater for undergraduates who know Lebesgue integration. Miss Bary is as

good as her word, for in her book trade secrets are passed on to the reader and the phrase ‘easily
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seen' nevercalls for the usual half-hour with pencil and paper. The first chapter gives a very
clear 160-page introduction to the basic concepts, including all the usual convergence tests and
summation methods. Later chapters deal, among otherthings, with the convergence and divergence
of a Fourier series in a set, conjugate series, absolute convergence, lacunary series, general tri-

gonometric series and, one of the author's special interests, problems of uniqueness and multipli-
city. Two chapters, those on adjustmentof functions in a set of small measure, and on the repre-
sentation of a function by a trigonometric series, contain material not to be found in Zygmund's
book; otherwise Zygmund contains much more.

The book is beautifully produced and well-indexed. This English translation sometimes reads a
little oddly, but the reviewer is not qualified to comment on its accuracy; R. P. Boas Jnr. has said
that is plain wrongin places. C.L. THOMPSON

PRINCIPLES OF RANDOM WALK.ByF.Spitzer (Van Nostrand) £5

This is a fascinating and beautifully written account of one of the most highly developed branches-
of probability theory. The prerequisites are slight-anyone who hasread the greater part of the
first volume of William Feller's Introduction to Probability Theory and its Applications should be
well equipped to embark on this intensive study of random walks although, as is inevitable in a
book in which a large numberof concrete problemsare investigated in detail, there are occasional

involvements with more sophisticated analytical techniques than Feller allowed himself. The po-
tential theory of random walksis well represented, and anyone who wonders whycapacity is of
interest to probabilists will find the answer here. While the book is unreservedly recommended,

the reader is reminded that a Markovian random motion need not be a 'random walk’ and that not
all random motions are Markovian. Thus this book should be supplemented by, for example,the
second volumeof Feller's work, if a bird's eye view of the whole subject is required.

D.G. KENDALL

 

VECTOR ANALYSIS FOR MATHEMATICIANS, SCIENTISTS, AND ENGINEERS. ByS. Simons
(Pergamon Press) 17s. 6d.

This book provides an easily understood course, reaching the divergence and Stokes’ theorems,
and curvilinear co-ordinates. Its principal defect is lack of rigour, for example in statementsof
the conditions under which theoremshold. The intention of the author is to omit 'finer mathemati-

cal points’, but this is carried too far. The book lacks examples of the application of vector analy-
sis in science and engineering. There is no index.

Not a book to be recommended, particularly as there are already so manyonthe subject.
M. K. AYRES

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS. By S. L. Sobolev

(Pergamon) 100s.

The author is a very distinguished Soviet mathematician who based this book on a courseof lec-
tures given by him in Moscow. The bookis fairly self-contained, requiring only a knowledge of
elementary analysis.

About half of the book consists of standard material on partial differential equations-the equations
are derived from physical situations and classified into elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic forms;
for the hyperbolic equation the method of characteristics is explained and illustrated in superb
lectures on D'Alembert's and Riemann's methods, and the wave equation for a retarded. potential
is also treated. The heat equation is discussed briefly, but there is much material on Laplace's
and Poisson's equations, with harmonic and spherical functions. Particularly noteworthy is the

treatment of Green's function for the Dirichlet and Neumann problemsfor the circle and plane.

The book also contains a treatment of multiple integrals and develops the theory of Lesbegue in-
tegration. There are also lectures on Green's function for ordinary differential equations and a
full treatment of the Fredholm theory of integral equations, reaching the Hilbert-Schmidt expansion.

This book is indispensable to college libraries and is a very good buy for Part II undergraduates.
However, it is rather ambitious in scope. It is a great tribute to Soviet mathematics that 'pure'
topics such as Lesbegue integration and integral equations are unified with 'applied' partial dif-
ferential equations, but it is a bad idea to have them all in one book. S. M. NEGRINE
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PROBLEMS OF MATHEMATICALPHYSICS. By N.N.Lebedev,I. P. Skalskaya, and Y. S: Uflyand.
(Prentice-Hall). 70s.

Competently translated by R. A. Silverman,this is a further addition to Prentice-Hall's series of

mathematical works originally published in Russian. The subject-matter is presented well, with

plenty of diagrams and an extensive bibliography.

The work consists mainly of 566 problems, divided into chapters, at the beginning of each of which

the mathematical techniques to be used are briefly explained. Answersto all the problems are
given, with hints where necessary, and about eighty are solved in moderate detail in the second

part of the book. The prospective buyer should note that the authors have confined themselves

chiefly to mechanics, elasticity and electromagnetism,with little else. The variation in difficulty

of the problemsis very large however, ranging upwards from the fairly elementary. The general

level seemsto be just about right for the undergraduate. P. J. BUSSEY

 

Topological equivalents of the axiom of choice—continued from page 30

We conclude this article with some problems.

(i) What form of the axiom of choice is equivalent to Urysohn's Lemma?

Dependent choice is required in the usual proof of it, but it is not clear
that the lemma implies even a simple form of countable choice.

(ii) Are the theorems:

'A totally bounded metric space is separable.' and: 'A totally bounded

metric space is second-countable.' equivalent to IV? (A metric space is
said to be totally bounded i for any 6> 0 it is covered by a finite number
of spherical neighbourhoods radius 6. This property is sometimes called

precompactness).

(iii) Is the following theorem equivalent to some form of the axiom of choice?

If a continuum is a Hausdorff space, then each two of its points lie ina
subcontinuum irreducible between the two points.' (c.f. ref. 4 p. 44).
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rings, fields, and other algebraic structures. Worked examples
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